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REVOLUTION STRIKES AGAIN

Introducing the revolutionary 2015 Free Aero Race Bibshort



THE SHORT THAT REVOLUTIONIZED 
CYCLING SHORTS
In 2007 Castelli introduced the Free Bibshort. It 
revolutionized cycling shorts with the incredible 
feeling of freedom it provided. The flat raw-
edge Giro leg band and the minimalist Free bib 
construction have since shown up on virtually 
every high-end short in the market. And the Free 
became the best-selling short in Castelli history.

For 2015 we’ve re-engineered every detail of the 
Free while keeping everything you love. Our best 
race short is now both more comfortable and more 
aerodynamic. We wanted to make it perfect, so 
we tore down every component of the Free: every 
fabric, every construction method, every stitch.



MUSCLE SUPPORT AND SPEED
In re-engineering the Free we took a look at blood 
flow, providing just the right muscle support 
without constricting. The revolutionary Giro Air 
leg band provides more stretch and distributes the 
compression over a larger area. The body of the 
short uses 30% Lycra® for excellent return.

We also looked at aerodynamics, optimizing 
boundary-layer airflow with the Giro Air leg band 
and the dimples on the side fabric. The wind 
tunnel says it saves 10 watts at 50 km/h, but you’ll 
probably want to go even faster because your aero 
advantage will only increase.

ObSESSION WITH COMfORT
The best race short must be supremely 
comfortable. The new fabrics are all softer than 
the outgoing fabrics, especially the new softer 
surface fabric on the updated Progetto X2 chamois. 
The innovative double V construction on the front 
keeps everything in place without compressing 
your stomach. And we’ve engineered a new Carré 
yoke that makes the straps lie perfectly flat. 

But the most important part of comfort is fit. As one 
of our pro testers said, “These shorts fit perfectly. 
They don’t move around. Everything is just right.”

The 2015 Free Aero Race Bibshort. An unfair 
advantage.

FREE SHORT MEN, page 18
FREE SHORT WOMEN, page 102



YOU KNOW YOU’RE GETTING 
AN UNFAIR ADVANTAGE 
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321
BLACK/WHITE/YELLOW FLUO

101
BLACK/WHITE

bODY PAINT 3.0 SPEED SUIT LS 4514002

Probably the fastest suit on the WorldTour, now available to
non-WorldTour riders
Boundary Layer engineering to reduce drag over every portion
of the suit
Race number flap
New improved Progetto X2 Air seat pad for even greater 
comfort and improved airflow
Race fit: Note that this suit fits very snugly

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 280 G (Large)

fROM THE SECRET SPEED LAbS
Our speed suit project is permanently open and we
believe that we’re going to continue to see significant
gains over the coming years. The Body Paint 3.0 version is
the result of CFD modeling followed by extensive pattern
engineering and fabric research, then further testing in the
wind tunnel and on the road, and then winning the Giro
d’Italia. It’s been kept secret for the past two years but is
now available to non-WorldTour riders. It’s not our very 
latest technology, but we’re quite sure it’s the fastest 
thing you can buy right now.
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010
BLACK/TURBULENCE/RED

101
BLACK/WHITE

SANREMO 3.0 SPEED SUIT 4515000

Possibly the fastest bit of kit ever invented for 
road racing
Body Paint lower portion combined with new 
Aero Race 5.0 upper portion
Full zip with overlapping front opening
3 rear pockets with limited-stretch back keeps 
pockets in place
New improved Progetto X2 Air seat pad for even 
greater comfort and improved airflow

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 255 G (Large)

YOU SAW IT HERE fIRST
The first Sanremo Speedsuit accompanied Johan Vansummeren 
to his epic Paris-Roubaix victory and has continued to add to its 
palmarès ever since, including via carbon copies used by some 
other pro teams. We’ve continually improved it, and this third 
generation uses better-wicking fabrics and provides improved 
comfort compared to the original version. While most riders 
buy it for the extra speed, what surprises is the extra comfort 
gained by removing the bib straps.
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023
BLACK/RED 

110
BLACK

032
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

bODY PAINT 2.0 bIbSHORT 4512000

Body Paint engineered knit fabric integrates most 
components into a single piece of seamless fabric
Variable knit structure in Body Paint 2.0 for improved 
aerodynamics and moisture management
Mesh back for breathability
New improved Progetto X2 Air seat pad for even 
greater comfort and improved airflow
Sublimation-printed leg endings

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 167 G (Large)

PERfECTION IS ACHIEVED WHEN THERE’S NOTHING LEfT TO TAKE AWAY
The perfect short is the one you don’t even feel. That’s our goal with Body Paint technology. We put incredible engineering 
into the fabric so that all the components are actually knitted into the fabric instead of being stitched together. In fact, the 
short portion of this product is constructed from a single piece of fabric that incorporates all the features that are usually 
assembled from separate components: gripper elastic leg bands, anatomic fit, dimpled leg structure for aerodynamics, mesh 
lower back. We pioneered this technology and developed it with Team Garmin on the WorldTour for near-perfect comfort.
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010
BLACK/BLACK STITCHING

101
BLACK/WHITE STITCHING

010
BLACK/BLACK STITCHING

010
BLACK

fREE AERO RACE bIbSHORT 4515003

Vortex dimpled fabric on legs for aero performance
Forza fabric on inner legs with 30% Lycra® content for perfect fit
Carré engineered lie-flat bib strap construction for minimal 
coverage, maximum comfort
Giro Air mesh-like leg gripper elastic for better grip distributed over 
larger area
Doppio V construction in front for increased support and comfort
Flat-lock stitching
Reflective detailing on back
New improved Progetto X2 Air seat pad for even greater comfort 
and improved airflow

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 178 G (Large)

ICONIC UPDATE
The Free Aero Race has been our No. 1 selling short for the past few years, and the outgoing version essentially 
ran from 2007 to 2014 with a few minor face-lifts. If we’re going to replace our best short, the update had better 
be exceptional. Every single detail in the new Free Aero Race has been improved. At first look the lines are classic 
Free, but in fact only the mesh fabric in the bib straps carries over from last year. Every other component and detail 
has been redesigned, obsessed over and tested until we were satisfied. The key updates are in the seat pad, the 
bib strap construction, the waistband construction, all-new fabrics, and pattern work that went through so many 
iterations we’ve lost count. 

fREE AERO RACE SHORT 4515004
SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 153 G (Large)

fREE AERO RACE bIbSHORT 
TEAM VERSION 4515005
SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 178 G (Large)
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005
BLACK/TURBULENCE/RED

032
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

059
BLACK/DRIVE BLUE

fREE AERO RACE bIbSHORT KIT VERSION 4515006
Vortex dimpled fabric on legs for aero performance
Forza fabric on inner legs with 30% Lycra® content for perfect fit
Carré engineered lie-flat bib strap construction for minimal coverage, 
maximum comfort
Giro Air mesh-like leg gripper elastic for better grip distributed over 
larger area
RinForzo construction in front for increased support and comfort
Flat-lock stitching
Reflective detailing on back
New improved Progetto X2 Air seat pad for even greater comfort  
and improved airflow

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 178 G (Large)
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101
BLACK/WHITE

010
BLACK

INfERNO bIbSHORT 4515007

The ultimate short for racing and riding in hot conditions
6 different fabrics to bring maximum cooling to each 
specific part of the short
Giro Air engineered mesh leg gripper
Race radio pocket
New improved Progetto X2 Air seat pad for even  
greater comfort
Use of sunscreen is recommended

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 188 G (Large)

HOTTER THAN HELL
The hot-weather short just got hotter—or cooler, depending on your 
definition. We’ve lightened up the fabric on the sides and back of the 
legs, added the airy new Giro Air leg band, and updated the seat pad. 
You see the Garmin guys wearing this in all conditions because it also 
happens to fit extremely well and is one of the most comfortable shorts 
they’ve ever worn.
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101
BLACK/WHITE

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

ENDURANCE X2 bIbSHORT 4514005

Endurance Evolution fabric provides optimum muscle 
support and feels dryer in nearly all conditions
Newly engineered bib strap construction is comfortable on 
a wide range of body shapes
New improved Progetto X2 Air seat pad for even greater 
comfort and improved airflow
Giro3 leg grippers lie flat
Rear reflective tabs
Heat transfer logos

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 188 G (Large)

ENDURANCE X2 SHORT 4514006

Endurance Evolution fabric provides optimum muscle support 
and feels dryer in nearly all conditions
New improved Progetto X2 Air seat pad for even greater comfort 
and improved airflow
Giro3 leg grippers lie flat
Rear reflective tabs
Heat transfer logos

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 169 G (Large)

LONG DISTANCE MADE EASY—OR EASIER
We’ve engineered everything in this short to make your 
longest rides just a little bit more comfortable. Everything 
Castelli does is geared toward speed, and we know that 
means doing some long rides. We stay with the proven 
comfort of our Progetto X2 Air seat pad, use new Endurance 
Evolution fabric for muscle support, and give the short a 
perfect eight-panel anatomic fit and our Giro3 leg gripper. 
Of particular note is the bib construction, which we’ve 
engineered to accommodate those cyclists whose long rides 
are primarily to burn calories.
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001
BLACK/WHITE

032
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

059
BLACK/DRIVE BLUE

123
BLACK/WHITE/RED

023
BLACK/RED

001
BLACK/WHITE

023
BLACK/RED

032
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

VOLO bIbSHORT 4515009

New improved KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort
Affinity Lycra® fabric on inside of leg for outstand-
ing stretch and rebound
Affinity BLC textured fabric on legs for better 
aerodynamics
Giro Air engineered mesh gripper
Flat-lock stitching
Mesh straps for comfort and breathability
Reflective detailing on back

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 165 G (Large)

ON THE PODIUM
Only one rider gets to cross the line first. In our race short 
lineup, of course, that’s the Free Aero Race. But this Volo 
short was made to be a close runner-up. Volo, as in Italian 
for “I’m flying,” is meant to be the workhorse of race 
shorts. It’s got outstanding fit, our excellent 200+ gram 
Affinity Lycra®, the updated New improved KISS Air seat 
pad that’s the choice of a number of our pro riders, and the 
exceptional Giro Air leg gripper. For the race short podium, 
it’s a photo finish.our pro riders, and the exceptional Giro 
Air leg gripper. For the race short podium, it’s a photo 
finish.

VOLO SHORT 4515010

New improved KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort
Affinity Lycra® fabric on inside of leg for outstand-
ing stretch and rebound
Affinity BLC textured fabric on legs for better 
aerodynamics
Giro Air engineered mesh gripper
Flat-lock stitching
Mesh straps for comfort and breathability
Reflective detailing on back

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 141 G (Large)
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010
BLACK

321
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

010
BLACK

101
WHITE/BLACK 

591
BLACK/WHITE/DRIVE BLUE 

123
BLACK/RED/WHITE 

321
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

059
DRIVE BLUE/WHITE/BLACK

510
BLACK/TURBULENCE/RED

VELOCISSIMO DUE SHORT 4512007
Exceptional fit and comfort thanks to 10-panel construction
in Affinity Lycra® 210g fabric
New improved KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort
Giro3 leg band elastic grips leg without binding
Reflective band at back of legs

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 149 G (Large)

VELOCISSIMO DUE bIbSHORT 4512004

Exceptional fit and comfort thanks to 10-panel construction
in Affinity Lycra® 210g fabric
New improved KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort
Giro3 leg band elastic grips leg without binding
Mesh bib straps
Reflective band at back of legs

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 178 G (Large)

WINNING COMbINATION
Velocissimo. That’s Italian for super fast. That’s the goal 
with this short, which provides exceptional fit, lightning-
fast looks and fabrics from our high-end shorts, along with 
the exceptional Giro3 leg gripper elastic. The only real 
difference from our high-end shorts is the New improved 
KISS Air seat pad, but if you’ve ever ridden it you know 
that it is an exceptional pad for even the longest rides. 
Practice your victory salute.

VELOCISSIMO SANREMO SUIT 4514001

Sanremo construction with a Velocissimo short for unparalleled comfort
Short portion is Velocissimo with Affinity Lycra® and New improved KISS 
Air seat pad
Velocity Dry fabric for incredibly soft fit and excellent wicking
YKK® Vislon full-length zipper with overlapping front opening
Giro3 leg grippers and arm bands
Rear reflective tabs

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 240 G (Large)

UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES
When we developed the Sanremo Speedsuit we did it with a singular focus on improving aerodynamics for 
ProTour-level racing. We achieved that goal, but in the process we made one of the most comfortable pieces 
for cycling by eliminating the bib straps and letting the jersey do the work of holding up the shorts. Now 
we’ve brought the Sanremo technology into a mid-level product that maximizes comfort without worrying so 
much about aerodynamics. The short portion is our famous Velocissimo short, with our Velocity Dry fabric on 
the jersey. 
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023
BLACK/RED

001
BLACK/TURBULENCE/WHITE

047
BLACK/KELLY GREEN

005
BLACK/TURBULENCE/
YELLOW FLUO

VELOCISSIMO DUE bIbSHORT 
KIT VERSION 4515008

Exceptional fit and comfort thanks to 10-panel 
construction in Affinity Lycra® 210g fabric
KISS3 seat pad for all-day comfort
Giro3 leg band elastic grips leg without binding
Mesh bib straps
Reflective band at back of legs

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 180 G (Large)
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010
BLACK

123
BLACK/RED

101
BLACK/WHITE 

591
BLACK/DRIVE BLUE

010
BLACK

101
BLACK/WHITE 

321
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO 

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

EVOLUZIONE bIbSHORT 4514008

Engineering breakthrough in comfort and 
performance
New ProDry 2Strati fabric provides exceptional 
moisture management
8-panel anatomic construction
Mesh bib straps
New improved KISS Air seat pad for proven 
comfort
Innovative InMold silicone leg gripper with 
clean edge finish

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 149 G (Large)

EVOLUZIONE SHORT 4514009

Engineering breakthrough in comfort and 
performance
New ProDry 2Strati fabric provides exceptional 
moisture management
8-panel anatomic construction
New improved KISS Air seat pad for proven comfort
Innovative InMold silicone leg gripper with clean 
edge finish

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 135 G (Large)

INSPIRED bY THE MOST INNOVATIVE bIbSHORT EVER
In 1998 we rocked the world of cycling shorts with the Progetto Y. It had a new innovative 220-gram Lycra® fabric, eight-panel true anatomic 
construction, innovative silicone gripper elastic, mesh bibs and that spectacular anatomic Progetto Y seat pad. Progetto Y was the inspiration 
for the Evoluzione short, with each of those components updated to make an extraordinarily comfortable performance short. Of particular note 
is the new ProDry 2Strati fabric, which uses a polyester inner layer with a nylon outer layer to move moisture away from the skin while gently 
compressing. The Progetto Y was our top-of-the-line short when it debuted, and this is certainly a worthy successor.

EVOLUZIONE KNICKER 4514011

Engineering breakthrough in comfort and 
performance
New ProDry 2Strati fabric provides exceptional 
moisture management
8-panel anatomic construction
New improved KISS Air seat pad for proven comfort
Innovative InMold silicone leg gripper with clean 
edge finish

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 191 G (Large)

EVOLUZIONE bIbKNICKER 4514010

Engineering breakthrough in comfort and 
performance
New ProDry 2Strati fabric provides exceptional 
moisture management
8-panel anatomic construction
Mesh bib straps
New improved KISS Air seat pad for proven comfort
Innovative InMold silicone leg gripper with clean 
edge finish

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 215 G (Large)



JERSEYS
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010
BLACK/WHITE/RED

005
TURBULENCE/BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

001
WHITE/BLACK/RED

AERO RACE 5.0 JERSEY fZ 4515011

The most aero jersey we’ve ever made
Velocity Dry fabric on front
Mesh arm bands
Compression band around waist keeps 3 rear 
pockets in place
Silicone gripper elastic
Full-length YKK® camlock zipper
3D fabric on back and sleeves
Reflective tabs

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 103 G (Large)

THE fASTEST JERSEY WE’VE EVER MADE
After starting the aero jersey revolution in pro cycling, we’ve continued to perfect this piece. The Aero Race 5.0 
Jersey represents the biggest leap forward in terms of race performance. Our wind tunnel results show that this 
jersey is a full 12 watts faster than the 2013 industry-leading model. That makes it even faster than the 2013 
Sanremo Speedsuit. But it’s not just aero; it’s also extremely light, coming in at just 103 grams. That’s about 40 grams 
lighter than a standard jersey and almost as light as our Climber’s Jersey, yet it’s significantly more aerodynamic. Just 
like you, our pro riders are looking for comfort, and the lightweight polyester fabrics in this jersey dry nearly instantly, 
making this the go-to choice even for cool- or wet-weather racing, while the compression band around the pockets 
keeps them from moving or bouncing no matter how you load them up.
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010
BLACK 

032
YELLOW FLUO

059
DRIVE BLUE

059
DRIVE BLUE/WHITE

032
YELLOW FLUO

010
BLACK

fREE AR 4.0 JERSEY fZ 4515019

Saves approximately 12 watts at 40 km/h 
compared to a normal race-fit jersey
Velocity Dry fabric on front and shoulders for 
improved wicking and faster drying
Full-length YKK® camlock zipper
Nervato fabric at arm holes for improved 
aerodynamics
Silicone gripper elastic at waist
Giro3 arm elastic for flat, aero fit

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 128 G (Large)

TRICKLE-DOWN GREATNESS
The Aero Race 5.0 Jersey is a significant leap forward in aerodynamics and weight, but we’ve kept the 4.0 
model in the line because it’s one of the most comfortable all-around jerseys we’ve ever made. And it’s still one 
of the most aero jerseys out there. Perfect fit and excellent moisture management with a nice fresh graphic. 

fREE KIT
fREE AR 4.0 JERSEY fZ 4515019
SIZES: S-3XL    WEIGHT: 131 G (Large)

fREE AERO RACE bIbSHORT 
KIT VERSION 4515006 
SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 194 G (Large)

fREE GLOVE 4514030 
SIZES: XS-2XL    

fREE X13 SOCK 4515031
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL    

fREE PERfORMANCE CAP 4515035
SIZES: UNI    



057
SURF BLUE/WHITE

159
WHITE/DRIVE BLUE/RED

001
WHITE/BLACK

010
BLACK/RED

CLIMbER’S 2.0 JERSEY fZ 4515012

The lightweight aero jersey. And the aero 
lightweight jersey.
StradaPro 3D fabric on back provides support to 
pockets and UPF 16 protection
75 g/m2 Flusso 3D fabric on front and shoulders 
keeps the jersey light and dry
Full-length lightweight front zipper
Mesh raw-edge arm grippers
3 rear pockets
Pattern from Aero Race 5.0 Jersey makes it aero

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 101 G (Large)

LIGHTER AND fASTER
When we saw the huge aero gains in the Aero 
Race 5.0 Jersey we knew we could make the 
Climber’s Jersey more aero as well. We figured that 
while we’re at it, we should go ahead and make it 
lighter as well. And more comfortable. And quicker 
drying. And stretchier to fit more people. We’ve 
kept decent sun protection on the back (UPF 16 
filters 93% of damaging UV rays). While originally 
made for big climbs and hot weather, our pro riders 
showed us it’s the ideal jersey for most conditions 
because it dries almost instantly so has a very wide 
temperature range.
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510
BLACK/TURBULENCE

123
RED/WHITE/BLACK

321
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

591
DRIVE BLUE/BLACK/RED

023
RED/BLACK/WHITE

RAffICA JERSEY fZ 4515013

Innovative dual-layer construction 
provides extra layer on forward-facing 
surfaces
Stretch Woven plus CarboNot 
polyester jersey for wicking
Full-length YKK® camlock zipper
Raw-cut-edge arm bands
Jacquard waist elastic
3 rear pockets with reflective tabs

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 156 G (Large)

SPRING PERfECTION
By overlaying our CarboNot fabric with our impossibly thin stretch woven fabric, we’ve allowed this jersey to cut 
down on the wind on the front while remaining lightweight and maintaining excellent breathability. It has a fairly 
wide comfort range, so grab some Nano Flex arm warmers and maximize your comfort until summer sets in.

VOLATA JERSEY fZ 4514014

Velocity Dry main body fabric
Stretch mesh side and shoulder panels
Jacquard elastic waistband
Low-cut collar
Full-length YKK® camlock zipper
Stretch mesh arm bands with raw-cut edge
3 rear pockets with reflective tabs

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 151 G (Large)

fREE SPEED fOR EVERY DAY
Using some of the fabrics and construction from the Aero Race Jersey project, we’ve created a less extreme 
version. For maximum speed, our Aero Race Jerseys are cut for ProTour riders; with the Volata, we make a less 
extreme fit but take advantage of some of the speed tricks we’ve learned along the way, including the incredible 
comfort of the Velocity Dry fabric and aero paneling.
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510
BLACK/TURBULENCE

123
WHITE/RED

059
DRIVE BLUE/SURF BLUE/WHITE

059
DRIVE BLUE

010
BLACK

APPARISCENTE JERSEY fZ 4515015

Prosecco multidenier polyester fabric for excellent wicking and 
comfort
Mesh inserts on back
Gloss Castelli wordmark on chest
Full-length YKK® zipper
3 rear pockets with zippered key pocket
Reflective tape on rear pocket

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 138 G (Large)

RIVOLUZIONE JERSEY fZ 4515016

CarboNot 3D fabric provides double-layer 
moisture transport
Sublimation-printed graphic on shoulder and 
side panels
Full-length YKK® camlock zipper
3 rear pockets with reflective tabs
Jacquard rear elastic

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 173 G (Large)
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059
DRIVE BLUE/WHITE

101
WHITE/BLACK

040
BORDEAUX/CREAM

005
TURBULENCE/YELLOW FLUO

047
KELLY GREEN/WHITE

510
BLACK/TURBULENCE/WHITE

231
BLACK/RED

059
DRIVE BLUE/WHITE

101
WHITE/BLACK

510
BLACK/TURBULENCE/WHITE

PROLOGO 4 JERSEY 4515017

Improved Stratus Plus 2-layer fabric actively 
moves moisture away from your skin
Laser-cut chest logo for crisp, clean construction
Mesh side panels and lower back for cooling and 
improved fit
Full-length YKK® zipper
3 rear pockets plus zippered key pocket with 
reflective tape

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 173 G (Large)

RETRO MODERN CLASSIC
The Prologo 4 Jersey creates that perfect balance 
between heritage styling and new construction with all 
the performance details to make it your favorite jersey. 
We’ve updated the Stratus Plus dual-layer fabric to make it 
softer, stretchier and better wicking. We’ve concentrated 
on the fine quality details like the laser-cut chest logo and 
the Unfair Advantage key pocket. 

PROLOGO 4 LONG SLEEVE fZ 4515018

Prosecco 3D fabric for excellent wicking
Sublimated stretch mesh with raw-cut edge at arm 
openings
Mesh side panels
Full-length YKK® zipper
3 rear pockets with reflective tabs

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 216 G (Large)
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010
BLACK 

105
TURBULENCE/WHITE

101
WHITE/BLACK

159
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ENTRATA JERSEY fZ 4514017 
Prosecco 3D fabric for excellent wicking
Sublimated stretch mesh with raw-cut edge at arm 
openings
Mesh side panels
Full-length YKK® camlock zipper
3 rear pockets with reflective tabs

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 124 G (Large)

ATTENTION TO THE DETAILS
A perfect jersey should be a very simple piece: right fabric, 
perfect fit, spacious pockets that stay put, and understated 
style. This jersey offers all that, but it also features our 
new stretch-mesh arm bands with raw-cut edges—they 
stay perfectly in place but you don’t even feel them. 

ENTRATA SLEEVELESS fZ 4514018
Prosecco 3D fabric for excellent wicking
Sublimated stretch mesh with raw-cut edge at arm 
openings
Mesh side panels
Full-length YKK® camlock zipper
3 rear pockets with reflective tabs

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 117 G (Large)
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VOLO JERSEY fZ 4515021

Aero Race 5.0 patterning for improved aerodynamics
Prosecco Strada fabric
Mesh side panels
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper
3 rear pockets with reflective tabs

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 158 G (Large)

SEGNO JERSEY fZ 4515022

Prosecco Strada fabric
Mesh side panels
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper
3 rear pockets with reflective tabs

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 158 G (Large)

VOLO KIT

VOLO JERSEY fZ 4515021
SIZES: S-3XL    WEIGHT: 158 G (Large)

TEMPO V GLOVE 4515027 
SIZES: XS-2XL 

VOLO 9 SOCK 4515033
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL    

VOLO bIbSHORT 4515009
SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 165 G (Large)

VOLO CAP 4515037
SIZES: UNI    
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VELOCISSIMO JERSEY fZ 4515020

Prosecco Strada fabric
Mesh side panels
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper
3 rear pockets with reflective tabs

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 154 G (Large)

VELOCISSIMO KIT
VELOCISSIMO JERSEY fZ 4515020
SIZES: S-3XL    WEIGHT: 154 G (Large)

VELOCISSIMO DUE bIbSHORT 
KIT VERSION 4515008 
SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 180 G (Large)

TEMPO V GLOVE 4515027 
SIZES: XS-2XL    

VELOCISSIMO 6 SOCK 4515032
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL     

VELOCISSIMO CAP 4515036   
SIZES: UNI    
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fORMULA JERSEY fZ 4515023

Prosecco Strada fabric
Mesh side panels
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper
3 rear pockets with reflective tabs

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 158 G (Large)



bASE LAYER
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ACTIVE COOLING SLEEVELESS 4514024

Made with Prosecco Ice fabric
Energy-activated technology provides more cooling than sweat 
evaporation alone
Dynamic print shows you where it’s working
50+ UPF sun protection

SIZES: XS-2XL   WEIGHT: 80 G (Large)

PROSECCO ICE SLEEVELESS bASE LAYER
Ride cooler, faster, longer. Energy-activated technology 
provides more cooling than does sweat evaporation 
alone, and the dynamic print pattern shows you where it’s 
working. This ultralightweight base layer also provides 50+ 
UPF, making it the perfect companion to your lightweight 
summer jerseys.

CORE MESH SHORT SLEEVE 4513028

Fully open mesh creates a layer of air between 
your skin and the jersey
Body-wrap design wicks away moisture
Minimal seams for maximum comfort
Sublimated logo
Cut long to stay tucked in shorts

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL   WEIGHT: 68 G (Large)

SEAMLESS SHORT SLEEVE 4513030

Seamless polypropylene/nylon to pull moisture off 
your skin
3 different mesh patterns to allow the most open 
mesh where you need the most ventilation
Insanely soft for complete comfort

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL   WEIGHT: 61 G (Large)

CORE MESH SLEEVELESS 4513029
SIZES:  SM/LX/2XL   WEIGHT: 60 G (Large)

SEAMLESS SLEEVELESS 4513031
SIZES:  SM/LX/2XL   WEIGHT: 57 G (Large)

THE NEXT-TO-NOTHING bASE LAYER 
This is the perfect minimalist piece to keep you cool in 
warm weather. The fully open mesh serves mainly to hold 
the jersey off the skin, creating a layer of air between 
your skin and the jersey to help you maintain a constant 
body temperature. The fabric absorbs practically no 
moisture, and it weighs next to nothing so it won’t weigh 
you down.

USE THIS fOR EVERY RIDE 
With the polypropylene inner layer, nylon outer layer and 
open mesh construction, this base layer was created 
to work with our race jerseys to move moisture away 
from your skin as quickly as possible. It obviously works 
well in moderate conditions, but we like it in colder 
conditions as well, under a long-sleeve base layer, 
because this is the best way to keep dry and maintain 
body temperature.
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fLANDERS bASELAYER COLLECTION

Multidenier 100% polyester 3D-structure rib-knit main body 
for mechanical wicking and exceptional fit
Perforated 100% polyester mesh under arms for additional 
cooling
Multidenier 100% polyester 4-way-stretch sleeves for great 
wicking and fit
4-needle flat-lock stitching lies flat for total comfort
Mock turtleneck
Flat-finish bottom
Longer back stays tucked in

INNOVATIVE TRADITION
We pulled out all the stops to make what we consider the ideal base layer for mild- to cool-weather 
cycling. The focus is on keeping you dry, so we’ve worked with multidenier polyester that offers 
minimal moisture absorption combined with mechanical wicking to move moisture away from your 
skin. The main body uses a 3D rib-knit structure for exceptional stretch, but with channels that hold 
the fabric off your skin. The armpits are mesh, while the sleeves have a four-way stretch construction 
for comfort. All seams and the hem are flat seamed for comfort.

fLANDERS SS 4513527

SIZES: XS-2XL         122 G (Large)          10°-20° C / 50°-68° f

fLANDERS LS 4513526

SIZES: XS-2XL          150 G (Large)          2°-18° C / 35°-64° f

fLANDERS SLEEVELESS 4513528

SIZES: XS-2XL           106 G (Large)           14°-21° C / 58°-70° f

fLANDERS WIND LS 4513524

Multidenier 100% polyester 3D-structure rib-knit 
main body for mechanical wicking and exceptional fit
Perforated 100% polyester mesh under arms for 
additional cooling
Multidenier 100% polyester 4-way-stretch sleeves for 
great wicking and fit
Windstopper® membrane
4-needle flat-lock stitching lies flat for total comfort
Mock turtleneck
Flat-finish bottom
Longer back stays tucked in

SIZES: XS-2XL      171 G (Large)      10°-18° C / 50°-64° f

fLANDERS WIND SS 4513525

SIZES: XS-2XL      140 G (Large)      14°-20° C / 57°-68° f

LOOK LIKE A fLANDERS HARD MAN,  
STAY WARM INSIDE
The guys who race in Flanders in the spring are 
cycling’s tough men. That’s the inspiration behind the 
Flanders base layers—letting you get about business. 
This windproof version lets you ride in surprisingly 
cold weather with just a jersey. You’ll look tough 
from the outside but stay comfortable inside. We’ve 
actually kept the layer of our multidenier 100% 
polyester channeled fabric on the front since it acts 
like a reservoir to prevent the membrane from feeling 
clammy next to your skin. 

MICROfIbER MESH 
Perforated 100% polyester 

mesh under arms for 
additional cooling

WINDPROOf fRONT 
Windstopper® stretch fabric 

on the front provides total 
windproofness and great 

moisture management.

MULTI DENIER RIb KNIT
100% polyester 3D-structure  

rib-knit on back and main body for 
mechanical wicking and exceptional fit

LAY-fLAT HEM,  
LONGER bACK  
for warmth and comfort

fLAT LOCK STITCHING 
for warmth and comfort

4-WAY STRETCH SLEEVES 
Multidenier 100% polyester 

4-way stretch sleeves for 
great wicking and fit

SEAMLESS bOXER 12071

Seamless Meryl® microfiber fabric
Seamless anallergic seat pad

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL



ACCESSORIES
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AERO SPEED GLOVE 4514028

Covers fingers for aerodynamic advantage
Articulated palm design
Silicone grip on palm

SIZES: XS-2XL   WEIGHT: 26 G (Pair)

SECONDAPELLE RC GLOVE 4515024

High 4-way stretch fabric
AX Suede palm
Simple easy on / off pull tab
No-sew construction on palm pads for comfort

SIZES: XS-2XL   WEIGHT: 23 G (Pair)

OUT fRONT
Your hands are the first part of your body to slice through 
the air, yet fingers are an aerodynamic disaster. They don’t 
need to be if you wear the Aero Speed Glove.

ALREADY A CLASSIC 
This glove has already become a classic, but we felt we 
could make it just a little bit better. The features you love 
are still there, like the reticulated gel padding, the great 
fit, the mesh back and the great styling. We’ve updated 
the palm with ClarinoTM synthetic for an even better fit 
and a smoother finish on your hand, and we’ve updated 
the thumb wipe area with microsuede and removed the 
embroidery. It’s destined to stay a classic and to become 
your favorite glove.

SECOND SKIN 
With extra-lightweight fabrics and minimal 
construction techniques, this glove will feel like a 
second skin. Light padding and simple easy on / off 
pull tab make this your most comfortable glove. 

ROSSO CORSA CLASSIC GLOVE 4513032

Palm with gel padding / silicone print for grip
Easy pull-on design
Easy-off central pull tab
Microsuede wipe panel
Cool mesh back of hand with added reflective piping

SIZES: XS-2XL   WEIGHT: 46 G (Pair)
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SOfTEN YOUR RIDE
Made for the rigors of the Arenberg Forest, the 
toughest stretch of cobbles at Paris-Roubaix. This 
glove features maximum gel padding to protect 
your hands. The mesh back keeps it cool and 
comfortable. 

ARENbERG GEL GLOVE 4515025

AX Suede palm with gel padding
Micromesh back
Adjustable wrist closure

SIZES: XS-2XL   WEIGHT: 42 G (Pair)

PRESA GLOVE 4515026

AX Suede palm
Micromesh back
Easy pull-off tab

SIZES: XS-2XL   WEIGHT: 30 G (Pair)

TEMPO V GLOVE 4515027

Printed Lycra® back
Minimal construction on palm pads 
for comfort
Adjustable wrist closure

SIZES: XS-2XL   WEIGHT: 32 G (Pair)

LIGHTNESS GLOVE 4510529

Back in Thermoflex for stretchy warmth
Palm in ClarinoTM for great touch and durability

SIZES: XS-2XL   WEIGHT: 47 G (Pair)

EVOLUTION Of A SPECIES
You know that Roubaix glove you’ve seen from the other 
guys? We’ve improved it by adding a ClarinoTM palm that 
doesn’t get caught on the brake lever. We kept that soft 
warmth that made you want the glove in the first place.

S.UNO GLOVE 4511046

Ultrasuede® palm with foam insert padding
Reflective Castelli logo
Micromesh fabric on back of hand
Easy-off pull tab
Closure at wrist with Magic Velcro
Debossed microsuede sweat wipe

SIZES: XS-2XL   WEIGHT: 31 G (Pair)

A PERENNIAL fAVORITE
The new Free glove is a close cousin to the Rosso 
Corsa Classic glove, now available in more colors to 
match your Free Aero Race kit.

fREE GLOVE 4514030
 
Palm with gel padding/silicone print for grip
Easy pull-on design
Easy-off central pull tab
Microsuede wipe panel
Cool mesh back of hand

SIZES: XS-2XL   WEIGHT: 46 G (Pair)
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PRIMA GLOVE 4513532

100% Coolmax yarn
Conductive Touch Technology© fingertips
Silicone grip on palm

SIZES:  SM/LX/XXL           WEIGHT: 63 G (Pair) 

UNICO GLOVE 4508528

100% acrylic fibers inside for warmth
Unisex one-size-fits-all knit construction
Silicone-printed palm throughout
Castelli screened logo
Perfect for those cool days when an insulated 
glove is too much

SIZES: UNI            WEIGHT: 51 G (Pair) 

TAKE Off THE CHILL
Not cold enough for your insulated cycling gloves, but too cold for your standard short-finger gloves? Throw on the Unico 
Glove for the ideal combination of warmth, breathability and grip. This one-size-fits-all knit cycling glove features a 
silicone dot-pattern palm to enhance grip and a Castelli logo across the knuckles.

DILUVIO GLOVE 4514536

Neoprene insulation to keep your hands nice and warm
No-slip gripper on palm
Extended neoprene cuff to keep the wind and rain out

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL            WEIGHT: 97 G (Pair)
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ROSSO CORSA 6 SOCK 4507072         SIZES: SM/LX/2XL      Meryl Skinlife® yarns feature bacteriostatic silver ions

ROSSO CORSA 9 SOCK 4509046         SIZES: SM/LX/2XL      ROSSO CORSA 13 SOCK 4509047       SIZES: SM/LX/2XL   

REVOLUTIONARY COMfORT
Let’s face it: there’s always a good time to upgrade 
your sock drawer and experience revolutionary comfort. 
The top of the foot is a diaphanous web, ultra-thin and 
extremely breathable. In the middle of the foot, the 
arch area, there is a high-density band woven in. You 
won’t notice any difference in thickness, but you will 
feel like the sock is becoming one with your foot rather 
than sliding around between your foot and your shoe. 
The sock has a flat seam on the toe for comfort and a 
compression cuff.

fREE 9 SOCK 4513040         SIZES: SM/LX/2XL        Meryl Skinlife® antibacterial yarns

fREE 3 SOCK 4514034        SIZES: SM/LX/2XL       Meryl Skinlife® antibacterial yarnsfREE 6 SOCK 4514033         SIZES: SM/LX/2XL    Meryl Skinlife® antibacterial yarns

LOGO 3 SOCK 4513102         SIZES: SM/LX/2XL      Polypropylene mesh construction   LOGO 6 SOCK 4513043         SIZES: SM/LX/2XL      Polypropylene mesh construction

LOGO 9 SOCK 4513044         SIZES: SM/LX/2XL      Polypropylene mesh construction VOLO 9 SOCK 4515033         SIZES: SM/LX/2XL    Mixed CoolMax® and Meryl  
       Skinlife® yarns keep your foot dry

LOWbOY SOCK 4507069         SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

LIGHT AND DRY
Our polypropylene Logo socks are made especially to feel light on the foot 
and to keep your foot dry. The yarns absorb no moisture, so your foot stays 
dry for the entire ride. These socks are ideal for use under booties in the 
rain, since they dry out quicker after it stops raining. As with all Castelli 
socks, we’ve obsessed over the compression cuff and midfoot band so 
everything feels just right.

fREE X13 SOCK 4515031        SIZES: SM/LX/2XL         13cm height for the pro look VELOCISSIMO 6 SOCK 4515032        SIZES: SM/LX/2XL    Meryl Skinlife®  
                     antibacterial fibers
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fINISHING DETAILS
You see this on Team Garmin-Sharp riders when 
they want to go fast. The pattern is the result of CFD 
modeling and wind tunnel testing to minimize drag in 
this turbulent area of the body.

SECONDS COUNT
This one was made to race, but it looks so good you 
might wear it on those club rides when you want 
to impress. It even keeps a bit of the chill off and 
keeps your fancy new shoes from getting dirty.

AN ICONIC CLASSIC
We’ve improved the Belgian Bootie. It used to be 
that the Belgians would cut a hole in an old sock and 
turn it into a shoecover. Now our new Belgian Bootie 
features a double-layer knit on the foot part to protect 
even better. It’s cut high enough to cover a 9cm sock, 
and the silver bands around the ankle are made with 
reflective thread for safety.

SURPRISINGLY USEfUL
It’s aero for time trials. It’s windproof for cool days. 
The fabric is waterproof so it keeps road splash 
at bay. We like this product for all but truly cold 
conditions because it’s good at everything.

AERO RACE SHOECOVER MR 4514038        SIZES: S-2XL   

LYCRA SHOECOVER 4510534        SIZES: S-2XL    Aerodynamic fit, Zipper at inside heel

bELGIAN bOOTIE 4 4514544       SIZES: SM/LX/2XL       100% Polypropylene construction for increased durability and easy cleaning  

NANO SHOECOVER 4515034        SIZES: S-2XL Aerodynamic—great for time trials. Silcone-coated Lycra® keeps out wind, cold and rain. Heavy-duty zipper

Created using CFD computer modeling
Smooth Lycra® front
Textured aero mesh aids smooth air separation
Silicone leg gripper
Camlock zipper

DESIGNED fOR THOSE SLIGHTLY 
COOLER DAYS
Keep your feet warm without the hassle of 
a full shoecover. These toecovers slip easily 
over the front of your shoes and are held in 
place by the cleats. The rugged underside of 
the toe will add grip and resist rips or tears 
thanks to a silicone print. The toecover can 
be worn on its own or as a layer between 
your shoe and shoecover.

DILUVIO ALL-ROAD SHOECOVER 4513534

100% neoprene, the ideal insulation to keep your feet 
warm and dry
Opening at bottom works with a road bike or mountain 
bike shoe
O-ring construction at top opening for added protection 
from wet weather
16cm cuff
Reflective detailing on back

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL     WEIGHT: 179 G (Pair) 
3-15°C / 35°-59°f

TAKE IT EVERYWHERE
The Diluvio shoecover has been a best seller 
for some time because it does exactly what it’s 
supposed to do—protect your feet—without 
much fuss. We’ve taken that and made an all-road 
version. This one comes with a 16cm cuff to protect 
the lower leg from wheel spray and is open on the 
bottom to fit over an MTB shoe, although it also 
works with road shoes. It goes anywhere you want 
to take it.

DILUVIO SHOECOVER 16 4514538

Allover waterproof high-stretch neoprene
Waterproof seam sealing
Reflective detailing on back
16cm cuff with YKK® zipper
Reflective detailing on back
Extra protection - so cozy you’ll almost hope for rain

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL     WEIGHT: 146 G (Pair) 
0°-12°C / 32°-53°f

TOE THINGY 4512544
Neoprene construction with silicone
grip underside

SIZES: UNI      WEIGHT: 58 G (Pair) 
0°-12°C / 32°-53°f
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NANO fLEX ARMWARMER 4510536
SIZES: S-XL      WEIGHT: 158 G (Pair) 
10°-16°C / 53°-60°f

NANO fLEX LEGWARMER 4510537
SIZES: S-XL      WEIGHT: 268 G (Pair) 
8°-16°C / 44°-60°f

NANO fLEX KNEEWARMER 4510538
SIZES: S-XL      WEIGHT: 164 G (Pair) 
10°-16°C / 50°-60°f

NANO fLEX WARMERS

Water-resistant Nano Flex fabric
Same breathability, stretch, and warmth as our 
standard Thermoflex warmers
Double-sided silicone grippers keep the warmers 
in place
Ankle zips (leg warmers)
Great in every possible condition

HOW DO THEY DO THAT? 
We always strive for total performance and total innovation, 
but sometimes we surprise ourselves. This Nano Flex fabric 
behaves just like our Thermoflex fabric in dry conditions, but 
then provides unbelievable water repellency when it starts 
raining. We don’t claim that it’s fully waterproof, but it’s the 
most effective product we’ve ever made for keeping you 
comfortable in all conditions. It’s just short of a miracle.
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THERMOfLEX KNEEWARMER 4514041
Thermoflex fabric for soft, warm, stretchy comfort
Microfiber gripper elastic at top
Sublimated Castelli wordmark

SIZES: S-XL   WEIGHT: 94 G (Pair)

THERMOfLEX LEGWARMERS 4514040

Thermoflex fabric for soft, warm, stretchy comfort
Microfiber gripper elastic at top
Sublimated Castelli wordmark
YKK® Camlock zipper on leg warmer

SIZES: S-XL     115g (Pair)

THERMOfLEX ARMWARMER 4514039
Thermoflex fabric for soft, warm, stretchy comfort
Microfiber gripper elastic at top
Sublimated Castelli wordmark

SIZES: S-XL   WEIGHT: 79 G (Pair)

SEAMLESS ARM SKINS 4512036

Seamless construction eliminates stitching
Ultralightweight UV protection for the bike and run
Seamless construction makes these arm skins practically 
disappear and gives you one less thing to think about on 
race day

SIZES: SM/LX WEIGHT: 204 G (Pair)

LYCRA KNEEWARMER 4508070
Affinity Lycra®

Heat-transfer logo
Gripper elastic

SIZES: S-XL     WEIGHT: 108 G (Pair)

LYCRA ARMWARMER 4508072
Affinity Lycra® 
Heat-transfer logo 
Gripper elastic 

SIZES: S-XL     WEIGHT: 50 G (Pair)

LYCRA LEGWARMER 4508071
Affinity Lycra®

Heat-transfer logo
Gripper elastic
Zipper at leg

SIZES: S-XL     WEIGHT: 224 G (Pair)

SIMPLE, EASY AND SAfE
Lycra® arm warmers may not be the most sophisticated product we build, but they are 
simple and easy to store in your jersey pocket for when you want to ward off a touch of 
chill, and they keep you safe from the sun by providing UV protection.

JUST RIGHT
These arm skins are light but provide 
surprising protection for the weight. We find 
ourselves using them more and more often 
because they’re warm enough, but you don’t 
really feel them on, and if you do peel them 
off they take up about half the space in the 
pocket of normal warmers.
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VELOCISSIMO CAP 4515036        SIZES: UNI  Cotton twill. Classic 4-panel construction

VOLO CAP 4515037        SIZES: UNI  Cotton twill, Classic 4-panel construction

PERfORMANCE CYCLING CAP 4514047        SIZES: UNI Microfiber polyester front panel wicks moisture. poly mesh back allows maximum air flow

RETRO 2 CAP 4513046        SIZES: UNI Classic 4-panel construction with tri-color ribbon down the center

SUMMER CYCLING CAP 4515038        

Performance microfiber polyester front panel helps 
wick moisture
Poly mesh back allows maximum airflow
Durable plastic inner visor
Classic cycling-cap fit

SIZES: UNI 

fREE PERfORMANCE CAP 4515035

Performance microfiber polyester front panel helps wick 
moisture
Poly mesh back allows maximum airflow
Durable plastic inner visor
Classic cycling-cap fit

SIZES: UNI 

SUMMER SKULLCAP 4511057

Wicking layer to keep sweat out of your eyes
Mesh top panel for ventilation
Fits under helmet

SIZES: UNI     WEIGHT: 29 G

SUMMER HEADbAND 4511058

Polyester fabric for great wicking

SIZES: UNI     WEIGHT: 23 G

CASTELLI HEADbAND 4513047

ProSecco Strada fabric for excellent wicking
Polypropylene liner at front to help move moisture 
off your skin
Sublimation printing for long-lasting, vibrant colors

SIZES: UNI     WEIGHT: 30 G

CASTELLI bANDANA 4513048

ProSecco Strada fabric for excellent wicking
Sublimation printing for long-lasting, vibrant colors

SIZES: UNI     WEIGHT: 29 G

CASTELLI WATER 
bOTTLE 4511564

Made by Elite®

Triple-function cap with soft 
rubber push-pull nozzle is easy 
on the mouth and delivers 
fluid fast
Breakaway cap will pop off if 
ridden over in peloton
Wide-mouth opening for easy 
filling and cleaning
550ML liquid capacity

SIZES: UNI

NO SWEAT This is that perfect piece to wear under your helmet in the summer. Mesh on the top allows for lots of 
airflow, while the Velocity fabric around the base absorbs moisture to keep it out of your eyes.

SPOIL YOURSELf It’s so soft against your forehead that it doesn’t quite seem right. We’ve created a construction 
technique that eliminates the trim around the edge to make this sweatband as soft as possible while keeping sweat 
from dripping in your eyes.

HEAD THINGY 4515039

Tubular polyester knit construction
Allover print
Light weight for spring/summer wear

UNI 

UNLIMITED USE
Neck warmer, headband, face mask, sun shield, 
head bandana, helmet liner—you decide. It’s just 
the right weight for spring and summer use.
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GAbbA 2 4514511

Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Windstopper® X-Lite fabric for lightweight total wind protection 
with water-repellent finish
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction at back protects from wheel spray
Silicone gripper on waistband to limit ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with drain mesh
Rear reflective trim on pockets and flap for high visibility

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 158 G (Large)           10°-18°C / 50°-64°f

PERfORMANCE RIDERS LOOKING 
fOR AN ADVANTAGE IN CHANGEAbLE 
CONDITIONS
After four years of winning races in the worst weather 
possible and after being purchased by more than half the 
pro peloton, the Gabba has received an update. We’ve put 
a flap over the zipper to keep out drafts, and we’ve ever so 
slightly refined the fit, improved the drainage in the pockets 
and improved the construction of the waistband. And we’ve 
added a new color. It didn’t really need anything else.  But 
we’ve kept absolutely everything you love about the Gabba. 
Otherwise we’d have half the peloton angry with us.
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GAbbA 2 LONG SLEEVE 4514513

Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Windstopper® X-Lite fabric for lightweight total wind protection 
with water-repellent finish
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction at back protects from wheel spray
Silicone gripper on waistband to limit ride-up
Front zippered chest vents
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with drain mesh
Rear reflective trim on pockets and flap for high visibility

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 343 G (Large)           6°-15°C / 43°-59°f

fAWESOME 2 VEST 4514514

Windstopper® X-Lite on front and shoulders provides light-
weight wind protection
Nano Flex Light fabric on back protects from wheel spray
Packable construction
Full-length YKK®  Vislon zipper with zipper flap
Rear reflective trim at hem and waist give you 360-degree 
visibility

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 149 G (Large)           10°-18°C / 50°-64°f

GAbbA 2 CONVERTIbILE JACKET 4514512

Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Windstopper® X-Lite fabric for lightweight total wind protection 
with water-repellent finish
Remove the sleeves for a short-sleeved Gabba jersey
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction at back protects from wheel spray
Silicone gripper on waistband to limit ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with drain mesh
Rear reflective trim on pockets and flap for high visibility

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 445 G (Large)             6°-18°C / 43°-64°f

ONE JACKET, EVERY CONDITION
Take a short-sleeved Gabba and add removable sleeves, and 
you end up with quite possibly the only jacket you need. Severe 
cold? Put a thermal jersey underneath and go. Cool conditions? 
Just use a Flanders base layer and go. Rain? Just put it on and 
go. Moderate conditions? Zip off the sleeves, throw on some 
Nano Flex arm warmers and go. We’ve improved it for winter 
2014 with the updates from the short-sleeved Gabba plus an 
improved closure around the removable sleeves.
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VELO JACKET 4514026

ForceField micro ripstop fabric is fully windproof and offers DWR rain 
protection
Mesh-lined collar that becomes stuff sack
Covered ventilation openings on sleeves and back
Reflective Castelli wordmark logo
Reflective back tabs
Cut long for lower-body splash protection

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 107 G (Large)          12°-16°C / 50°-61°f

VELO VEST 4514027

ForceField micro ripstop fabric is fully windproof and offers 
DWR rain protection
Mesh-lined collar that becomes stuff sack
Mesh side panels
Reflective Castelli wordmark logo
Reflective back tabs
Cut long for lower-body splash protection

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 69 G (Large)         12°-18°C / 54°-64°f

NEVER GET CAUGHT OUT
We’ve engineered an extremely high amount of protection 
into a minimum-sized package. Using a 30 g/m2 water-
repellent and windproof fabric, we’ve created a jacket 
that disappears into half a jersey pocket when not in use, 
yet provides wind and rain protecion when needed. Fit is 
predictably Castelli: close to body to minimize flapping 
fabrics. Serious equipment for unpredictable conditions.

SOTTILE DUE JACKET 4513086

Sleek, performance-fit, lightweight packable jacket
Fits in any jersey pocket without weighing you down
Water-resistant, wind-resistant and breathable fabric
Mesh at underarm for added breathability
Contrast autolock front zipper
Zipper opening at back for access to jersey pockets
Rear reflective tabs

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 91 G (Large)            10°-16°C / 57°-71°f

NOT JUST fOR THE PROS
The Sottile Due jacket is made of lightweight, 
semitransparent material and folds up to next to nothing. 
This is a great race piece due to its light weight and 
packability, and your team jersey and race number will 
also be visible through the transparent fabric. Unlike 
the race capes of old, which were basically plastic, 
this modern version uses a light, stretchy fabric with 
underarm mesh inserts to aid breathability and make it fit 
comfortably. Then we made all the details just right, from 
the high collar to the zippered opening for easy access to 
a jersey pocket.

SOTTILE DUE VEST 4513088

Sleek, performance-fit, lightweight packable vest
Fits in any jersey pocket without weighing you down
Water-resistant, wind-resistant and breathable fabric
Contrast autolock front zipper
Zipper opening at back for access to jersey pockets
Rear reflective tabs
100% polyester

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 64 G (Large)            10°-18°C / 50°-64°f

CORE bARRIER 
We consider a vest to be a vital piece of equipment, 
and we recognize the importance of getting it right. 
The Sottile Due Vest keeps the rain at bay and provides 
total windproofness, but it still offers some stretch and 
breathability. Best of all, it packs down to next to nothing 
so you can take it along on almost every ride.
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SQUADRA LONG JACKET 4510504

Minimalist shell jacket for that long Dolomite descent or 
unexpected rain shower
Coated 100% polyester fabric is windproof and moderately 
water resistant
Rear vent opening

SIZES: S-3XL           WEIGHT: 130 G (Large)          10°-16°C / 57°-71°f

CONfRONTO JACKET 4513023

Torrent 2L stretch fabric with 10,000mm water 
column waterproofness and 8,000 MVP breathability 
with great stretch
Fully mesh lined 
Waterproof zipper 
Selective seam taping 
Reflective detailing

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 355 G (Large)

HARD OR SOfT SHELL? YES. 
Hard-shell rain protection but with the stretch of a soft 
shell. Our new Torrent 2L Stretch fabric offers total 
waterproofness with outstanding stretch and good 
breathability, making this an ideal jacket for just about 
all your winter or spring rides. We’ve added a waterproof 
zipper, a high collar and external seam taping to keep the 
water out, while vents help prevent overheating. Safety is 
a concern, and we’ve added reflective tape for 360-degree 
nighttime visibility.

MISTO JACKET 4513512

Torrent 2.5 layer stretch fabric with 10,000mm 
waterproofness and 8,000 MPV breathability
All seams fully seam sealed for total waterproofness
Exceptional stretch in a fully waterproof jacket
360° reflective graphic
High collar to minimize rain seeping in
Waterproof zipper
Folds to fit in jersey pocket

S-3XL 204 G (Large) 8°-20° C / 46°-68° f

bRING IT ON
Don’t let the threat of rain keep you from riding—or, 
even worse, make you ride your trainer. We’ve used 
our exceptional high-stretch but lightweight Torrent 
waterproof fabric and engineered a seam-sealed jacket 
that easily stuffs in a jersey pocket. It will keep you 
totally dry from the outside, and the stretch fit makes it 
comfortable and aero. You will give up some breathability 
compared to our Pocket Liner or Muur jackets, but this is 
the ideal jacket to bring along when rain threatens.
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MUUR JACKET 4513022

eVent® Pocket Liner fabric for ultralightweight protection
Totally waterproof with superior breathability 
Externally taped seams
New YKK Vislon® waterproof zipper 
Reflective logos

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 170 G (Large)

POCKET LINER JACKET bREATHAbILITY 
IN A SMALLER PACKAGE
This jacket gives most of the functionality of the Pocket 
Liner Jacket, the one that our pro riders call “The world’s 
best jacket,” but in a version that folds up smaller in your 
pocket and is lighter on your wallet.
You give up the plissé panels, the internal gripper 
waist construction, pit zips and the double flap zipper 
construction, but you keep the unmatched breathability 
of our exclusive eVent® Pocket Liner fabric and total 
waterproofness. This is the ideal jacket for the rider who 
needs to train in the rain, or just wants to be prepared.

POCKET LINER JACKET 4510094

170 Grams of totally waterproof lightweight eVent® fabric 
Plissé stretch zones for perfect fit without extra fabric
Storm-flap construction at back seals around the waist but 
protects from wheel spray
Velcro-over-zip front opening is easy to close at the summit but 
allows complete waterproof closure when required
Welded ventilation zippers on sides
10,000mm water column and taped seams

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 170 G  (Large) 6°-20° C / 43°-68° f

THE JACKET ALL 
THE PROS KEEP ASKING fOR
170 grams of full waterproof construction in the most  
advanced cycling jacket ever. Unbelievable breathability and 
venting, with race fit provided by our innovative accordion-
like plissé panels. It was worth the wait.

TRASPARENTE 2 WIND JERSEY fZ 4512506

Windstopper® X-Lite stretch fabric on front is windproof and 
splash resistant
Warmer fabric on back for high breathability 
Full-length YKK® Camlock zipper
Embossed tone-on-tone logo on shoulders 
Elastic gripper on waist to limit ride-up
3 rear pockets
Reflective piping on front and rear reflective tabs keep you 
visible in low-light conditions

SIZES: S-3XL WEIGHT: 334 G (Large)           10°-18°C / 50°-64°f

THE bEST JUST GOT bETTER
The Trasparente is our favorite autumn and spring piece, 
and we find ourselves wearing it on winter days with 
the temperature below the stated comfort range. It’s 
lightweight and fits like a jersey, yet keeps the wind off 
the front with its Windstopper® X- Lite Plus fabric. The 
Trasparente features splash protection on the back and 
wind protection on the arms.

PURO JERSEY 4514518

Warmer fabric on body, with new Warmer X-Stretch on sleeves and 
side panel
Full-length YKK® Vislon zipper
Silicone gripper at waist to limit ride-up
3 rear pockets
Zippered rear pocket with reflective webbing

SIZES: S-3XL          WEIGHT: 368 G (Large)           15°-20°C / 59°-68°f

IT’S EVEN RACEAbLE
We re-engineered the Garmin thermal jersey for 2013 
and surprised ourselves a bit. The Garmin riders raved 
about the jersey, and we even picked it out being used 
in races last spring. It’s a PERFECTION SIMPLIFIED kind 
of garment: Warmer fabric on the body to keep your core 
warm, Warmer X-Stretch on the sleeves to eliminate 
flapping fabric, a YKK®  Vislon zipper for easy up/down. 
Just one ride and it’ll change your idea of how good a 
thermal jersey can be.
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SORPASSO bIbKNICKER 4510511

Thermoflex Core2 fabric front and knee  
areas for extra protection
Thermoflex back, lower legs and thighs for  
maximum stretch
Giro++ seamless straps on bib 
Progetto X2 Air seat pad for comfort  
and improved airflow

SIZES: S-3XL SIZES: 259 G  (Large)          12°-20°C / 57°-68°f

NANOfLEX bIbTIGHT 4512524

SIZES: S-3XL         WEIGHT: 298 G (Large)  
6°-18°C / 43°-64°f

NANOfLEX bIbSHORT 4512525

SIZES: S-3XL         WEIGHT: 159 G (Large)  
14°-22°C / 57°-71°f

NANOfLEX bIb KNICKER 4512526

SIZES: S-3XL         WEIGHT: 249 G (Large) 
10°-20°C / 50°-68°f

Nano Flex fabric provides outstanding warmth and stretch  
with water resistance
Minimum seams for maximum water resistance
KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort
Mesh bib straps for breathability
Screen-printed Castelli graphic on both legs
Giro3 ankle grippers lie flat and seal around shoecover
YKK® ankle Camlock zippers with reflective tape for high visibility

Our Nano Flex water-repellent fabric is one of those 
fabrics that seems miraculous. On a dry day it’s as warm 
and breathable as our normal Thermoflex fabric, but when 
it rains the water just runs off, thanks to the five-phase 
nanotechnology treatment. We’ve used an innovative 
construction that minimizes seams to keep you as dry as 
possible. While it’s not 100% waterproof, it’s the best 
solution we’ve ever tried for staying comfortable in any 
conditions.

The KISS Air seat pad features an anatomic shape 
to conform to your body and ultimately increase your 
comfort. A continuously variable thickness eliminates the 
odd sensation of “thick here, thin there” that you may 
have seen before with a dual-density pad. The brushed 
microfiber cover cuts down on chafing and features a 
bacteriostatic treatment to reduce the likelihood of saddle 
sores.

Bibtight and knicker: Giro3 grippers position the tight and seal 
around the shoecover, while on the knicker the grippers help 
the fabric stay put without binding. The mesh bib straps help 
transport moisture to the jersey and make sure the waist 
stays where it’s meant to be. Reflective Castelli print and 
reflective tape zippers make you more visible in low-light 
conditions.

WHAT’S THE SECRET WEAPON IN WET CONDITIONS?
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bODY PAINT 2.0 W bIbSHORT 4512053

Body Paint engineered knit fabric integrates most      
components into a single piece of seamless fabric
Variable knit structure in Body Paint 2.0 For improved 
aerodynamics and moisture management
Our most comfortable and aerodynamic short GIRO2  
bibs and waistband
New improved women’s-specific Progetto X2 Air seat pad 
for even greater comfort

SIZES: XS-XL      WEIGHT: 157 G (Small)

bODY PAINT 2.0 W SHORT 4512054
SIZES: XS-XL      WEIGHT: 136 G (Small)

CONSTANT IMPROVEMENT
Our fastest and most comfortable short is now even better. We’ve further developed the engineered knit 
construction made famous in the original Body Paint, adding aero dimples on the leg and mesh at the 
back, and integrating an improved leg gripper system. The Progetto X2 Air seat pad has been improved 
too, with more ventilation, faster drying and an updated profile as developed with Team Garmin-Cervélo.
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fREE AERO W bIbSHORT 4515044

Vortex dimpled fabric on legs for aero performance
Forza fabric on inner legs with 30% Lycra® content for 
perfect fit
Carré engineered lie-flat bib strap construction for 
minimal coverage, maximum comfort
Giro Air mesh-like leg gripper elastic for better grip 
distributed over larger area
Flat-lock stitching
Reflective detailing on back
New improved women’s-specific Progetto X2 Air seat pad 
for even greater comfort

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 149 G (Small)

fREE AERO W SHORT 4515045
SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 126 G (Small)

MADE TO RACE
Every detail of this short is made for racing: muscle support, aerodynamic fit, comfort to let you concentrate on wringing every last bit of energy from your legs, minimized weight, and leg 
grippers that don’t cut off blood flow to your muscles. Even the printable spaces are optimized to keep your sponsors happy. The women’s version of this short is the closest Castelli comes 
to a sized-down version of the men’s short. That’s intentional because this is made for women racers, with the emphasis on the racer part. It has women’s-specific fit, women’s-specific bibs 
and front construction, and our women’s Progetto X2 Air seat pad. Our test crew has naturally included some nonracers, and the first thing they comment on is the extreme comfort. This will 
be your go-to short even when you don’t have a number pinned on your jersey.
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VELOCISSIMA bIbSHORT 4515046

Endurance Evolution fabric provides optimum muscle 
support and feels dryer in nearly all conditions
Newly engineered bib-strap construction is comfortable 
on a wide range of body shapes
KISS4 Air women’s-specific seat pad for proven comfort
Flat-form waist construction front and back
Giro3 lie-flat leg grippers

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 158 G (Small)

VELOCISSIMA SHORT 4515047
SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 136 G (Small)

SPEEDY ENDURANCE
We get a lot of requests for a mid-range performance short, 
and this one is special. Our Endurance Evolution fabric is a 
high-modulous very flat Lycra® fabric that feels extremely 
dry while giving just the right amount of compression. The 
waist construction eliminates stitching and elastic and lies 
completely flat. We use the Giro3 leg band from our premium 
shorts and put in the freshly updated KISS Air seat pad.
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EVOLUZIONE W SHORT 4515048

Engineering breakthrough in comfort and performance
ProDry 2Strati fabric provides exceptional moisture 
management
Flat-lock stitching
KISS4 Air women’s-specific seat pad for proven comfort
Innovative InMold silicone leg gripper with clean edge 
finish

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 148 G (Small)

EVOLUZIONE W KNICKER 4515082

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 158 G (Small)

EMPHASIS ON COMfORT
Our entry-level short is figure flattering thanks to the 
lightly compressive matte-finish ProDry fabric. Its two-
layer construction keeps you dry and comfortable. The leg 
band features our InMold silicone leg gripper, which gives 
a clean edge finish and keeps the leg in place, but the soft 
stretch eliminates the dreaded sausage effect. We finish 
it off with flat-lock stitching and the newly improved KISS 
Air seat pad.
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CERTEZZA JERSEY fZ 4514052

Aero Race anatomic cut
Velocity Dry fabric on front
Side rear panels in stretch mesh
Back in 3D fabric
Full-length YKK® Camlock zipper
Screen print shoulder graphic
3 rear pockets with reflective tabs

SIZES: XS-XL     WEIGHT: 85 G (Small)

fORM fIT
Our long hours in the wind tunnel this year created significant 
aerodynamic savings but also some great new body-hugging 
patterning, as used here on our most technical women’s jersey 
ever. You’ll love the fit even if you don’t fully appreciate the 
aero gains.
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CONSTRUCTION INNOVATION
We start with a standard jersey in our outstanding Prosecco 3D 
fabric and then overlay the front surfaces with our impossibly thin 
stretch woven wind layer. While not entirely windproof, it cuts 
enough wind to keep you comfortable on cool mornings or spring 
days. But the floating construction of the outer layer means that 
just enough air gets in to keep you dry. Lots of technical function in 
a great-looking jersey.

GUSTOSA JERSEY fZ 4514055

Innovative dual-layer construction provides extra layer on 
forward-facing surfaces
Stretch Woven plus multidenier polyester mesh
Full-length YKK® Camlock zipper
Stretch mesh arm bands
Jacquard waist elastic
3 rear pockets with reflective tabs

SIZES: XS-XL     WEIGHT: 107 G (Small)
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CLIMbER’S W JERSEY 4515050

StradaPro 3D fabric on back provides support to pockets  
and UPF 16 protection
75 g/m2 Flusso 3D fabric on front and shoulders keeps the 
jersey light and dry
Internal bustier eliminates problems with transparency
3/4-length zip
3 rear pockets
AirMesh arm bands

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 95 G (Small)

THE NAME CAN bE MISLEADING
This jersey started life as a lightweight jersey to make climbing easier. 
But it turned out to be ideal for hot weather, and, surprisingly, it’s very 
good in cool weather or even rain (under a vest or jacket) because it 
has absolutely minimal moisture absorption. The inner lining keeps 
it modest and adds a nice desgin detail to one of our most technical 
jerseys ever.
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REGINA TOP 4515051

Softlex Lite fabric for stretchy comfort with a 
cotton-like hand
Internal sports bra for support
Short front zipper
3 rear pockets

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 191 G (Small)

HERE COMES THE SUN
We wanted to bring a bit of extra support to our rider’s 
top. The internal bra construction was pioneered in 
our Triathlon line—and if it was made to run in, you 
know it’ll be enough for cycling. This piece is made for 
serious riding in hot weather or when you’re trying to 
minimize your cyclist’s tan.
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PROMESSA JERSEY 4515052

Stratus Plus dual-layer knit fabric actively wicks 
moisture from your skin
Heat-transfer Castelli logo
Full-length zip
3 rear pockets
Mesh panels for added breathability

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 140 G (Small)

JUST RIGHT
Sometimes you want to just go out and ride. You may be 
training for a big event or just enjoying the simple pleasure 
of a ride with friends. You don’t need the lightest or most aero 
product that day, but you still want everything to be just right. 
That’s the Promessa. The Stratus Plus is delightfully soft and 
stretchy but with excellent wicking and a wide temperature 
range. The pockets are just right, and the full-length zip is 
convenient. The right jersey for that ride.

fORTUNA JERSEY fZ 4514060

Prosecco 3D fabric for light and airy feel
Waist and sleeve end in stretch mesh  
for extra-soft feel
YKK® Invisible zipper
3 rear pockets with reflective tabs

SIZES: XS-XL     WEIGHT: 90 G (Small)

PROMESSA SLEEVELESS 4515053

Stratus Plus dual-layer knit fabric actively wicks 
moisture from your skin
Heat-transfer Castelli logo
3/4-length zip
3 rear pockets
Mesh panels for added breathability

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 124 G (Small)
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6. bELLISSIMA HALTER TOP 4515064

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 72 G (Small)

7. SCALDACUORE TOP 4515080

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 44 G (Small)

8. bELLISSIMA JERSEY 4515065

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 124 G (Small)

9. bELLISSIMA SLEEVELESS 4515066

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 120 G (Small)

10. SENTIMENTO JERSEY 4515054

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 94 G (Small)

1. bELLISSIMA SHORT 4515058

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 134 G (Small)

Bellissima Fiore

3. bELLISSIMA CYCLING bRA 4515061

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 71 G (Small)

2. bELLISSIMA KNICKER 4515059

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 183 G (Small)

4. bELLISSIMA WONDER TOP 4515062

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 117 G (Small)

5. bELLISSIMA TOP 4515063

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 90 G (Small)
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6. bELLISSIMA HALTER TOP 4515064

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 72 G (Small)

7. SCALDACUORE TOP 4515080

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 44 G (Small)

8. bELLISSIMA JERSEY 4515065

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 124 G (Small)

9. bELLISSIMA SLEEVELESS 4515066

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 120 G (Small)

10. SENTIMENTO JERSEY 4515054

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 94 G (Small)

1. bELLISSIMA SHORT 4515058

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 134 G (Small)

3. bELLISSIMA CYCLING bRA 4515061

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 71 G (Small)

2. bELLISSIMA KNICKER 4515059

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 183 G (Small)

4. bELLISSIMA WONDER TOP 4515062

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 117 G (Small)

5. bELLISSIMA TOP 4515063

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 90 G (Small)

Bellissima Farfalla
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6. bELLISSIMA HALTER TOP 4515064

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 72 G (Small)

7. SCALDACUORE TOP 4515080

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 44 G (Small)

8. bELLISSIMA JERSEY 4515065

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 124 G (Small)

9. bELLISSIMA SLEEVELESS 4515066

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 120 G (Small)

10. SENTIMENTO JERSEY 4515054

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 94 G (Small)

1. bELLISSIMA SHORT 4515058

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 134 G (Small)

3. bELLISSIMA CYCLING bRA 4515061

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 71 G (Small)

2. bELLISSIMA KNICKER 4515059

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 183 G (Small)

4. bELLISSIMA WONDER TOP 4515062

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 117 G (Small)

5. bELLISSIMA TOP 4515063

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 90 G (Small)

Bellissima Cerchio
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ROSSO CORSA LIGHT bRA 4512060

The first sports bra invented for cycling, not running 
Moderate support doesn’t overly compress 
Maximum ventilation and moisture management 
Cross back with  Giro++ straps
Side tulle mesh inserts
Sizes/underbust measurements (cm):
XS 68-72, S 73-77, M 78-82, L 83-87, XL 88-92

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 50 G (Small) 

CORE MESH W SLEEVELESS 4514066

Fully open mesh creates a layer of air between your skin and 
the jersey
Body-wrap design wicks away moisture 
Minimal seams for maximum comfort 
Sublimated logo
Cut long to stay tucked in shorts

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 37 G (Small)      15°-30° C / 259°-86° f

ROSSO CORSA SUPPORT bRA 4513077

The first cycling-specific sports bra for larger cup sizes
Maximum ventilation
Sufficient support for cycling without excessive com-
pression 
Adjustable shoulder straps can be crossed for extra 
support 
Fits C and D cups
Sizes/underbust measurements (cm):
XS 68-72, S 73-77, M 78-82, L 83-87, XL 88-92

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 56 G (Small) 

IT’S A CYCLING bRA, NOT A SPORTS bRA. 
Developed with advice from our women’s pro team, it’s the first bra specifically designed for cycling, with 
maximum support and moisture management. Rather than compressing like most sports bras, it gives just 
enough support and then concentrates on breathability and comfort.

THE SUMMER bASE LAYER
This is the perfect minimalist piece to keep you dry in warm weather. The fully 
open mesh serves mainly to hold the jersey off the skin, creating a layer of 
air between your skin and the jersey to help you maintain a constant body 
temperature. The fabric absorbs practically no moisture, and it weighs next to 
nothing so it won’t weigh you down.
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VELO W JACKET 4514064

ForceField micro ripstop fabric is fully windproof and offers 
DWR rain protection
Mesh-lined collar becomes stuff sack
Reflective Castelli wordmark logo
Reflective back tabs
Cut long for lower-body splash protection

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 93 G (Small)      8°-18°C / 44°-64°f

VELO W VEST 4514065

ForceField micro ripstop fabric is fully windproof and offers 
DWR rain protection
Mesh-lined collar becomes stuff sack
Mesh side panels
Reflective Castelli wordmark logo
Reflective back tabs
Cut long for lower-body splash protection

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 93 G (Small)      12°-24°C / 50°-69°f

NEVER GET CAUGHT OUT
We’ve engineered an extremely high amount of 
protection into a minimum-sized package. Using 
a 30 g/m2 water-repellent and windproof fabric, 
we’ve created a jacket that disappears into half a 
jersey pocket when not in use, yet provides wind 
and rain protection when needed. Fit is predictably 
Castelli: close to body to minimize flapping fabrics. 
Serious equipment for unpredictable conditions.

SOTTILE W JACKET 4513561

Sleek, performance-fit, lightweight packable jacket
Fits in any jersey pocket without weighing you down
Water-resistant, wind-resistant and breathable fabric
Mesh at underarm for added breathability
Contrast autolock front zipper
Zipper opening at back for access to jersey pockets
Rear reflective tabs
100% polyester

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 72g (Small)          8°-18°C / 44°-64°f

LIGHTWEIGHT PACKAbLE 
PROTECTION
The Sottile jacket is made of lightweight 
semitransparent fabric and folds up to next to 
nothing. This is a great piece due to its light weight 
and packability. It offers 100% wind protection, 
and the fabric is waterproof should you get caught 
in a bit of rain. The seams aren’t sealed, but it will 
certainly help. We finished it off by making all the 
details just right, from the high collar to the zippered 
opening for easy access to a jersey pocket.
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CONfRONTO W JACKET 4513072

Torrent 2L stretch fabric with 10,000mm 
water column waterproofness and 8,000 MVP 
breathability with great stretch
Fully mesh lined 
Waterproof zipper 
Selective seam taping 
Reflective detailing

SIZES: XS-XL            WEIGHT: 322 G (Small) 
8°-18°C / 44°-64°f

HARD OR SOfT SHELL? YES 
Hard-shell rain protection but with the 
stretch of a soft shell. Our new Torrent 2L 
Stretch fabric offers total waterproofness 
with outstanding stretch and good 
breathability, making this an ideal jacket 
for just about all your winter or spring rides. 
We’ve added a waterproof zipper, high collar 
and external seam taping to keep the water 
out, while vents help prevent overheating.

CARbON COPY
When the pros figured out that you can’t 
really race in the rain without a Gabba, 
what started out as a niche race product 
became the must-have product of the year. 
The women’s version has the exact same 
features as the men’s jacket but in women’s 
fit and colors, and with a few small aesthetic 
details to make it a bit more feminine. This 
was based on the loud and clear request for 
that perfect jacket.

GAbbA W LONG SLEEVE 4514557

Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Windstopper® X-Lite fabric for lightweight total wind 
protection with water-repellent finish
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction at back protects from wheel 
spray
Silicone gripper on waistband to limit ride-up
Front zippered chest vents
Full-length YKK®  Vislon zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with drain mesh
Rear reflective trim on pockets and flap for high visibility

SIZES: XS-XL            WEIGHT: 231 G (Small)  
6°-15°C / 43°-59°f

TRASPARENTE W JERSEY fZ 4510519

Windstopper® X-Lite stretch fabric on front is windproof
and splash resistant
Warmer fabric on back for high breathability
Full-length YKK® Camlock zipper
Reflective graphics on front and back
Elastic gripper on waist to limit ride-up
3 Rear pockets
2 Rear reflective tabs

SIZES: XS-XL WEIGHT: 272 G (Small)        10°-18°C / 50°-64°f

A RUNAWAY SUCCESS
With the women’s Trasparente full-zip long-sleeve jersey, you can 
count on having all the necessary coverage from the wind and cold, 
while still feeling sleek and elegant.
We use the X-Lite stretch Windstopper® fabric for the front panels 
and forearms and over the tops of the shoulders. This specific 
placement makes the jersey effectively wind resistant without 
inhibiting your freedom of movement. And since the X-Lite has more 
than 10 times the breathability of other wind-protection fabrics, the 
Trasparente works to keep your perspiration from building up and 
cooling you off.
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SECONDAPELLE W RC GLOVE 4515069

High 4-way stretch fabric
AX Suede palm
Simple easy on / off pull tab
No-sew construction on palm pads for comfort

SIZES: XS-XL      WEIGHT: 14 G (Pair)

ARENbERG W GEL GLOVE 4515070

AX Suede palm with gel padding
Mesh Back
Adjustable wrist closure

SIZES: XS-XL      WEIGHT: 28 G (Pair)

TESORO W GLOVE 4515071

Mesh back
Printed AX Suede palm
Easy-off pull tab

SIZES: XS-XL      WEIGHT: 22 G (Pair)

DOLCISSIMA W GLOVE 4514069

ClarinoTM palm and foam padding
Low profile for maximum flexibility
Engineered mesh back of hand for improved 
breathability
Easy-off pull tab

SIZES: XS-XL      WEIGHT: 26 G (Pair)

STYLISH SECOND SKIN
With extra-lightweight fabrics and minimal 
construction techniques, this glove will feel 
like a second skin. Light padding and simple 
easy on / off pull tab make this your most 
comfortable glove. 

SOfTEN YOUR RIDE
Made for the rigors of the Arenberg Forest, 
the toughest stretch of cobbles at Paris-
Roubaix. This glove features maximum gel 
padding to protect your hands. The Velcro 
opening and mesh back keeps it cool and 
comfortable. 

KEEP IT COOL
The open-mesh back of hand keeps this 
glove very cool on hot days and highlights 
the fresh colors on the palm. Moderate 
padding makes this a great all-around glove.
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DOLCE SOCK 4512062        SIZES: S/M, L/X   Meryl Skinlife® antibacterial fibers. mesh on top part of foot

PROMESSA SOCK 4515073        SIZES: S/M, L/X   

bELLISSIMA SOCK 4515074       SIZES: S/M, L/X   

PHANTA SOCK 4508079        SIZES: S/M, L/X   

Meryl Skinlife® antibacterial fibers
Diaphanous web on top of foot
High-density elastic midfoot support band
Flat-seam toe

Meryl Skinlife® antibacterial fibers
Diaphanous web on top of foot
High-density elastic midfoot support band
Flat-seam toe

Performance microfiber front with poly mesh back
Short visor for optimal fit with a cycling helmet
Vertical opening at back for a ponytail

HEAD W THINGY 4515075        SIZES: UNI  

SUMMER W CYCLING CAP 4515079

Performance microfiber front with poly mesh back
Short visor for optimal fit with a cycling helmet
Vertical opening at back for a ponytail

SIZES: UNI

Tubular polyester knit construction
Allover print
Light weight for spring/summer wear

UNLIMITED USE
Neck warmer, headband, face mask, sun shield, head 
bandana, helmet liner—you decide. It’s just the right 
weight for spring and summer use.
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KID PINOCCHIO SHORT 4508084

Affinity Lycra® for outstanding stretch
4-Panel fit for growing kids
Specific kids’ seat pad

SIZES: 6Y-12Y     WEIGHT: 86 G

SEGNO KID JERSEY 4515076

Prosecco Strada fabric just like the pros
18cm front zip
3 external rear pockets
Reflective tabs

SIZES: 6Y-12Y     WEIGHT: 88 G

KID UNO GLOVE 4512065

Ultrasuede® palm with foam insert padding
Reflective Castelli logo
Micromesh fabric on back of hand
Microsuede sweat wipe

SIZES: 8Y-12Y     WEIGHT: 36 G (Pair)
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RACE DAY POLO 4513096

95% cotton / 5% elastane fabric, 220 g/m2
2-button center-front placket
Rib-knit collar
Woven scorpion patch and embroidered Castelli logos

SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE DAY HOODIE 4513092

65% cotton / 35% polyester, 320 g/m2 preshrunk 
French terry
Draw-cord hood
Rib-knit cuffs and waistband with inner stripe detail 
Woven scorpion patch and embroidered Castelli logos

SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE DAY TRACK JACKET 4513091

65% cotton / 35% polyester, 320 g/m2 preshrunk 
French terry
Rib-knit cuffs and waistband with inner stripe detail
Woven scorpion patch and embroidered Castelli logos

SIZES: XS-3XL

LIbERO SHORT 4513100

Stretch nylon/spandex woven fabric
Elegant overstitch and hidden-seam construction
Two side pockets
Embossed tone-on-tone Castelli wordmark at top of back
Scorpion on leg

SIZES: XS-2XL

ADVANTAGE T-SHIRT 4514074

60% cotton / 40% polyester, 150 g/m2
Treated cotton for increased moisture management
Screen-printed graphic
Contrast neck tape

SIZES: XS-3XL

ROSSOCORSA T-SHIRT 4514075

60% cotton / 40% polyester, 150 g/m2
Treated cotton for increased moisture management
Screen-printed graphic
Contrast neck tape

SIZES: XS-3XL

CORSO PANT 4513101

Pure Italian styling to keep you looking good 
even when off the bike
Stretch nylon/spandex woven fabric
Two side pockets
Fitted cut for athletic look
Elegant overstitch and hidden-seam construction

SIZES: XS-2XL

PODIO CAP 4514071

Polyester mesh back
Adjustable fit
Embroidered graphics

SIZES: UNI
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bODY PAINT ENGINEERED LYCRA®

Body Paint engineered knit fabric integrates most 
components into a single piece of seamless fabric. 
Variable knit structure improves aerodynamics and 
moisture management.

GIRO3

Single-layer engineered elastic gripper. Designed for a 
soft touch while keeping the garment held in place. Look 
for it on our bibshort’s leg cuffs and the arm openings of 
our Free Tri collection.

VORTEX fAbRIC
Vortex dimpled fabric on legs for aero performance  
and muscle support without constricting.

NANO fLEX
Exclusively engineered by Castelli. We take our thermal 
fleecy stretch Thermoflex fabric and coat it with millions 
of tiny nanofilaments to create the most water-repellent 
fabric finish ever. Drops of water stay as spherical balls 
on top of the fabric or bounce off the fabric without 
leaving a trace. 

ENDURANCE EVOLUTION
Endurance Evolution fabric provides optimum muscle 
support and feels dryer in nearly all conditions.

AffINITY LYCRA®

Our standard shorts fabric will have you screaming 
comfort.  210 grams of outstanding stretch and rebound 
with a smooth semi-matte finish.

PROSECCO
A topical hydrophilic treatment which causes water 
droplets to spread out over a larger surface area allowing 
for quicker evaporation. 

WARMER
Warmer is more than a name, it’s exactly what the fabric 
delivers during workouts. Its fleecy inside keeps you 
warm, while 100% polyester fibers quickly wick sweat 
away. It’s the fabric  of choice when thermal insulation is 
equally important as moisture management.

THERMOfLEX
Thermoflex gives you a stretchy layer of cold-weather 
protection. Its fleecy inside traps a layer of warm air 
next to your skin, while its high stretch gives you an 
aerodynamic fit.

CASTELLI fAbRIC TECHNOLOGY
When you’re obsessed about cycling technology, it’s easy to get carried away with tech-speak and jargon. 
Here is a brief explanation of some of the revolutionary technology behind our products.

SOfTLEX LITE  
Soft and stretchy with a cotton hand and look, Softlex 
provides outstanding moisture management and comfort. 
Excellent for cycling inside and outside.

PROSECCO ICE
Lightweight fabric incorporates energy-activated 
technology to cool better than with sweat evaporation 
alone. The dynamic print pattern fades at higher 
temperatures to show you where it’s working. 50+ UPF.

VELOCITY DRY
Lightweight polyester fabric dries almost instantly. 
Controlled stretch allows for luxurious comfort and 
unmatched aerodynamic fit.

STRADAPRO 3D
100% polyester multidenier fabric. The 3D weave reduces 
contact area with your skin to provide excellent wicking. It 
dries in the blink of an eye and in fact is the ideal fabric for 
hot-weather racing,

EVENT®

eVent waterproof fabric keeps you dry in wet conditions. 
It’s waterproof outside while allowing perspiration to 
escape from the inside through millions of tiny pores. In 
fact, eVent is 30% more breathable than its next closest 
competitor. eVent is the smartest choice for athletes who 
need and demand the highest possible performance and 
comfort from their apparel.

PROSECCO STRADA
ProSecco Strada is a major step forward in classic jersey 
fabric. Its controlled stretch allows designers to engineer a 
perfect fit. ProSecco hydrophylic treatment helps keep you 
dryer and more comfortable than ever before. 

WINDSTOPPER© X-LITE
The highly stretchable Windstopper® X-Lite fabric moves 
naturally with your body and doesn’t restrict movement. 
It also delivers unprecedented performance, with 100% 
wind protection, and up to ten times greater breathability 
compared to other windproof fabrics.

STRATUS PLUS
A dual layer 100% polyester fabric which uses a 
multifilament inner layer to transport moisture to the 
microfiber outer layer for maximum evaporation.

PROSECCO 3D
ProSecco hydrophylic treatment speeds up evaporation by 
spreading moisture over a larger surface area within the 
fabric. The 3-D structure of the fabric holds the surface off 
of the skin, improving wicking and reducing cling, keeping 
you dry and comfortable.  
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3. VISCOUS COMfORT INSERTS 
Perforated viscous padding is added under 
the highly sensitive ishial and perineum 
pressure areas.

2. SEAMLESS INTEGRATED 
TECHNOLOGY
CUSHIONING LAYER 
Multi-density foam with infinitely variable 
thickness. The thickness of the pad is 
engineered to place the padding where you 
need it most for maximum comfort.

1. SKIN CARE LAYER 
A four-way stretch, microdenier, 
seamless, bacteriostatic layer made 
to adapt to the shape of your body and 
saddle without any folds in the fabric. Air 
flows right into the surface fabric to aid 
evaporation.

The Progetto X2 Air seat pad is used with its ventilated skin-care layer to keep you cool. Its two-layer 
design and multi-density padding ensures excellent comfort no matter how long your epic ride is.

The New improved KISS Air seat pad aims to incorporate as many of the features and comfort 
as our top-of-the-line Progetto X2 Air seat pad but at a more affordable price.

3. ANATOMICAL SHAPE 
Comfort is further enhanced by creating a perfect  
interface to your body during every pedal stroke.

2. DUAL DENSITY, INfINITELY
VARIAbLE THICKNESS
Dual density and infinitely variable 
thickness gives you the perfect cushioning 
for every part of the pad. Maximum 
thickness and density in the ischial zone, 
tapering to moderate thickness in the 
perineum, and minimum thickness at the 
perimeter.

1. SEAMLESS SKIN CARE LAYER 
A super soft, brushed microfiber top that 
maximizes comfort and fit. Seamlessly 
engineered to eliminate chafing and 
abrasion. Flexible to move with you. 
Bacteriostatic treatment to avoid saddle 
sores and infection.
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AT CASTELLI, WE ObSESSIVELY TEST AND REfINE TO GIVE YOU 
THE bEST fITTING, HIGHEST PERfORMANCE CYCLING APPAREL.

MEN (UNISEX)

S M L XL 2XL 3XL
CHEST 92 cm   96 cm 100 cm 105 cm 110 cm 115 cm

WAIST 80 cm   84 cm   88 cm   93 cm   98 cm 103 cm

HIPS 96 cm 100 cm 104 cm 109 cm 114 cm 119 cm

INSEAM 81 cm   82 cm 83 cm   84 cm   85 cm   86 cm

WOMEN

XS S M L XL
CHEST 79 cm   84 cm 89 cm    94 cm   99 cm

WAIST 63 cm   68 cm 73 cm    78 cm   83 cm

HIPS 87 cm   92 cm 97 cm  102 cm 107 cm

INSEAM 74 cm 75,5 cm 77 cm 78,5 cm   80 cm

SHOE-COVERS - Euro Shoe size

S M L XL 2XL
UNISEX 36-39 40-42 42-44 45-46 47-48

SOCKS - Euro Shoe size

S/M L/XL 2XL
MEN’S SHOE SIZE 35 -39 40-43 44-47

WOMEN’S SHOE SIZE 35-38 39-41

GLOVES

XS S M L XL 2XL
UNISEX  < 17 cm 17 - 20 cm 20 - 23 cm 23 - 25 cm 25 - 27 cm > 27 cm

SHOE-COVERS - Diluvio, belgian bootie

S/M L/XL 2XL
UNISEX 35 -39 40-43 44-47

1 On the bike, your Castelli jersey should fit 
close to the skin. 

2 Off the bike, your Castelli jersey might 
feel tight across the chest and a little short 
in front. 

3 Castelli ProSecco treatment helps 
perspiration evaporate quickly to keep you 
cooler and drier. 

4 Castelli jerseys are designed with the 
sleeves articulated forward for maximum 
aerodynamic performance. 

5 Bibshorts should fit tightly enough 
to support critical leg muscles through 
compression without inhibiting movement 
and constricting blood flow.

AUSTRALIA DE GRANDI CYCLE & SPORT PTY LTD
 TEL.:  +61 3 5221 5099 
 E-MAIL: INFO@CASTELLIAUSTRALIA.COM.AU 
 SITE: WWW.DEGRANDI.COM.AU

AUSTRIA  MVC SPORT VERTRIEbS GMbH
 TEL: +39 0439 5711 / FAX: +39 0439 56 436   
 E-MAIL: VERTRIEBS@MVC46.EU 
 SITE: WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING:COM

bELGIUM  WOLVENbERG N.V.
 TEL: +32 (0)3 458 71 71 / FAX: +32 (0)3 458 71 72
 E-MAIL: INFO@WOLVENBERG.COM
 SITE: WWW.WOLVENBERG.COM

bRAZIL  CICLO LEIRIENSE
 TEL: +32 (0)3 458 71 71 / FAX: +32 (0)3 458 71 72
 E-MAIL: PASS@CICLOLEIRIENSE.COM.BR
 SITE: WWW.CICLOLEIRIENSE.COM.BR

CHILE  bECERRA Y GILARDONI LTDA 
 TEL: +56-2-2724555 
 E-MAIL: EBECERRA@BOGGI.CL 
 SITE: WWW. EUROBIKE.CL

CHINA  /  IRON ORE CO., LTD. 
HONG KONG TEL: +852-3576 3839 / FAX: +852-3576 3837 
 E-MAIL: INFO@IRONORECHINA.COM 
 SITE: WWW.IRONORECHINA.COM

CHINA    G.R. bIKE (SHANGHAI) TRADING CO., LTD. 
 TEL: +86 21 60979971 
 E-MAIL: INFO@RIVA.COM.CN 
 SITE: WWW.GRBIKE.COM.CN

COLOMbIA  bIKE EXPERTS- PROPARTES 
 TEL: +57.1.8966363 
 E-MAIL: JFRANCO@PROPARTES.COM 
 SITE: WWW.PROPARTES.COM

CZECH REPUbLIC  VIVA LANSKROUN
 TEL: +420 465 323 695 / FAX: +420 465 323 695
 E-MAIL: CASTELLI@CASTELLI.CZ
 SITE: WWW.CASTELLI.CZ 

DENMARK  bIKEbUSTER A/S
 TEL: +45 8883 9999 / FAX: +45 4648 1823
 E-MAIL: INFO@BIKEBUSTER.DK
 SITE: WWW.BIKEBUSTER.COM

ESTONIA  HAWAII EXPRESS
 TEL: +372 639 8508 / FAX: +372 639 8566
 E-MAIL: INFO@HAWAII.EE
 SITE: WWW.HAWAII.EE

fRANCE  DAGG DISTRIbUTION
 TEL: +33 (1)346 66946 / FAX: +33 (1)346 66945
 E-MAIL: CASTELLI@DAGG.FR 
 SITE: WWW.DAGG.FR

GCC COUNTRIES  WOLfI 
 TEL: +971-4-3394453
 E-MAIL: OLFI@WBS.AE
 SITE: WWW.WBS.AE

GERMANY  MVC SPORT VERTRIEbS GMbH
 TEL: +39 0439 5711 / FAX: +39 0439 56 436
 E-MAIL: VERTRIEBS@MVC46.EU 
 SITE: WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING:COM

GREECE  KASSIMATIS CYCLING 
 TEL: +30 21 0411 3654 / FAX: +30 21 0411 9317 
 E-MAIL: INFO@KASSIMATISCYCLING.GR 
 SITE: WWW.KASSIMATISCYCLING.GR

GUATEMALA EURObIKES.COM.GT 
 TEL: +502 2367-3678  
 SITE: WWW.EUROBIKES.COM.GT 

INDONESIA bANDUNG S.A. 
 TEL: +62-22-5200559 / FAX: +62-22-2035925 
 E-MAIL: BANDUNGSA@GMAIL.COM 

ISRAEL AMIT LEVINSON LTD 
 TEL: +972 4 8405649 
 E-MAIL: INFO@AMITBIKE.CO.IL 
 SITE: WWW.AMITBIKE.CO.IL

JAPAN  INTERMAX CO., LTD.
 TEL: +81 55 252 7333 / FAX: +81 55 252 7303
 E-MAIL: INFO@INTERMAX.CO.JP
 SITE: WWW.INTERMAX.CO.JP

KOREA  VERY GOOD LEISURE CO LTD
 TEL: +82 2 3014 4076 / FAX: +82 2 3448 5481
 E-MAIL: BORA@CELLOSPORTS.COM
 SITE: WWW.CELLOSPORTS.COM

LUXEMbOURG WOLVENbERG N.V.
 TEL: +32 (0)3 458 71 71 / FAX: +32 (0)3 458 71 72
 E-MAIL: INFO@WOLVENBERG.COM
 SITE: WWW.WOLVENBERG.COM

MALTA  EXPRESS TRADING
 TEL: +356 2167 7389 / FAX: +356 2166 7017
 E-MAIL: MARK9H1BN@EUROWEB.NET.MT
 SITE: WWW.EXPRESS-BIKES.COM

MEXICO  IN fUGA LLC
 TEL: +1 503 222 3500 / FAX: +1 503 961 8577
 E-MAIL: INFO@CASTELLI-US.COM
 SITE: WWW.CASTELLI-US.COM

THE NETHERLANDS  WOLVENbERG N.V.
 TEL: +32 (0)3 458 71 71 / FAX: +32 (0)3 458 71 72
 E-MAIL: INFO@WOLVENBERG.COM 
 SITE: WWW.WOLVENBERG.COM

NEW ZEALAND  PRV VELO NEW ZEALAND
 TEL: +64 9820 3512 / FAX: +64 9820 3513
 E-MAIL: INFO@PRV.CO.NZ
 SITE: WWW.PRV.CO.NZ

NORWAY  INTERPLAZA
 TEL: +47 2150 5155/50 / FAX: +47 2150 5151
 E-MAIL: POST@INTERPLAZA.NO
 SITE: WWW.INTERPLAZA.NO

PERU  SPORTS LAb PERU SAC
 TEL: +51 992776505
 E-MAIL: JAVI@SPORTSLABPERU.COM
 SITE: WWW. SPORTSLABPERU.COM

POLAND  SKI TEAM SP. Z O.O.
 TEL: +48 22 846 5787
 E-MAIL: CASTELLI@SKITEAM.PL 
 SITE: WWW.SKITEAM.PL

ROMENIA  MOS ION ROATA SRL
 TEL:  +40 21 210 4032
 E-MAIL: ROXANA@MOSIONROATA.RO
 SITE: WWW.MOSIONROATA.RO

RUSSIA  TRASSA LTD
 TEL: +7 495 964 4100 / FAX: +7 495 964 0866
 E-MAIL: TRASSA@TRASSA.RU 
 WWW.TRASSA.RU

SINGAPORE  KIAN HONG CYCLE PTE LTD
 TEL: +65 6749 5787 / FAX: +65 6749 5789
 E-MAIL: KHCYCLE@KHCYCLE.COM.SG
 SITE: WWW.KHCYCLE.COM.SG

SLOVAKIA SK PROfI bIKE S.R.O.
 TEL: +421 48 415 1001 / FAX: +421 48 415 1021
 E-MAIL: INFO@SKPROFIBIKE.SK
 SITE: WWW.SKPROFIBIKE.SK

SLOVENIA  fACTORY STORE
 TEL: +386 (0) 3710 3686 / FAX: +386(0)37101261
 E-MAIL: INFO@FACTORYSTORE.SI
 SITE: WWW.FACTORYSTORE.SI

SOUTH AfRICA  PARAGON TECHNOLOGIES
 TEL: +27215319756 / FAX: 086 511 4348
 E-MAIL: INFO@PARAGONTECH.CO.ZA
 SITE: WWW.PARAGONTECH.CO.ZA

SPAIN / PORTUGAL CDC SPORT
 TEL: +34 96 313 4559 / FAX: +34 96 313 4303
 E-MAIL: INFO@CDC-BIKE.COM
 SITE: WWW.CDC-BIKE.COM

SWEDEN  INTERPLAZA
 TEL: +47 2150 5155/50 / FAX: +47 2150 5151
 E-MAIL: LISA@INTERPLAZA.NO
 SITE: WWW.INTERPLAZA.NO

SWITZERLAND CUAG SPORTS AG
 TEL: +41 41 259 4900 / FAX: +41 41 259 4919
 E-MAIL: SERVICE-CH@CYCLING-UNITED.COM
 SITE: WWW.CYCLING-UNITED.COM

TAIWAN  SPEEDHIGH CO., LTD.
 TEL: +886 2 2728 1026 / FAX: +886 2 2728 1193
 E-MAIL: SPEEDACE@MS11.HINET.NET
 SITE: WWW.BIKER.COM.TW

THAILAND  TAb GROUP
 TEL: 02-5312345 / FAX: 089-0080035
 E-MAIL: INFO@THAIACCESSBIKE.COM
 SITE: WWW.THAIACCESSBIKE.COM

UNITED KINGDOM / SADDLEbACK LTD 
IRELAND TEL: +44 (0) 1454 285285 / FAX: +44 (0) 1454 285286
 E-MAIL: CASTELLI@SADDLEBACK.CO.UK
 SITE: WWW.SADDLEBACK.CO.UK

VENEZUELA  D’bIKE
 TEL: (+58212) 961 3029
 E-MAIL: TIENDA@DBIKE.COM.VE
 SITE: WWW.DBIKE.COM.VE

HEAD OffICE 
MANIfATTURA VALCISMON S.P.A. 
VIA G. MARCONI 81-83 
I-32030 FONZASO (BL)  
ITALY

TEL: +39 0439 5711 / FAX: +39 0439 56 436 
E-MAIL: INFO@CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM 
SITE: WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM

USA OffICE 
INfUGA 
1040 NE 44TH AVE , SUITE 1 
PORTLAND, OR 97213 
USA 

TEL: +1 503 222 3500 / FAX: +1 503 961 8577
E-MAIL: INFO@CASTELLI-US.COM 
SITE: WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM

CASTELLI DISTRIbUTION
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CASTELLI  
RULES HAWAII

Timothy O’Donnell 
2013, 5th IM World Championship

Ruben Ruzafa 
2013 XTERRA World Champion

Frederik Van Lierde  
2013 Ironman World Champion

Mirinda ‘Rinny’ Carfrae 
2013 Ironman World Champion
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T1:STEALTH TOP 8614111
Wind-cheating speed skin for bike leg
Velocity fabric on front, Velocity Mesh fabric on 
back and shoulders
YKK® Vislon zipper
2 rear pcoksts 
Elastic waist with silicone gripper elastic
Sun protection from UPF 16 and up
Lightweight to prevent overheating

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 121 G (Large)

T1:STEALTH W TOP 8614122
Wind-cheating speed skin for bike leg
Velocity fabric on front, Velocity Mesh fabric 
on back and shoulders
YKK® Vislon zipper
2 rear pcoksts
Elastic waist with silicone gripper elastic
Sun protection from UPF 16 and up
Lightweight to prevent overheating

SIZES: XS-XL      WEIGHT: 108 G (Large)

THE AbSOLUTE TIME SAVER fOR 70.3 
AND IRONMAN DISTANCE RACES
The T1: Stealth Top is an aerodynamic race shirt to 

reduce aero drag for the bike leg. Building on years of 

aerodynamic research, Castelli designed the T1 Stealth 

Top to be your secret weapon in becoming invisible to the 

wind. You wear it over your tri top, or in hotter conditions 

by itself, and you’ll be faster with the same effort. How 

much faster? Wind tunnel testing data translated onto 

actual road conditions and taking into account speed 

and mechanical drag show a time savings of 6:36 for 

an Ironman distance bike leg. This calculation is based 

on constant 36kmh/23mph speed and doesn’t take into 

account braking or acceleration on a technical course, or 

the estimated 20 seconds in transition to put it on and 

take it off.  The T1:Stealth Top features a full-length YKK® 

Vislon zipper to help make it easy to put on and take off, 

3 different fabrics and specific tri position fit to maximize 

aerodynamics without compromising weight and comfort. 

The front is in a smooth stretch polyester fabric while the 

back and shoulders use a specially developed dimpled 

fabric that helps the boundary layer of air detach from 

the body. The back blocks 94% of UV light for reasonable 

race-day sun protection. Timothy O’Donnell used the 

Stealth Top in Kona on his way to his 5th place finish, 

lowering his bike split by over 9 minutes from the year 

before. The Stealth top is an absolute time saver for 70.3 

and Ironman distance races, while the net savings would 

be in the range of 30 seconds for a no-draft Olympic 

distance race.
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bODY PAINT W TRI SHORT TOP 8614116
Velocity fabric for ultralightweight comfort
White back to reflect heat
Internal bra
YKK® Camlock zipper
Sublimated print graphic

SIZES: XS-XL      WEIGHT: 59 G (Large)

bODY PAINT W TRI SINGLET 8614117
Velocity fabric for ultralightweight yet aerodynamic comfort
White back to reflect heat
Flat arm-hole trim and minimal seams
Free aero-optimized pockets
Lined front
Speed Hooks to hook to any Castelli Tri short
YKK® Camlock zipper
Sublimated print graphic

SIZES: XS-XL      WEIGHT: 104 G (Large)

bODY PAINT W TRI SHORT 8614118
Body Paint Tri fabric
Single-piece construction elimates seams
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike  
and disappears on the run
Integrated leg band and GIRO++ elastic waistband
Rear envelope pocket
Speed Hooks to integrate to top

SIZES: XS-XL      WEIGHT: 89 G (Large)

THOROUGHLY ENGINEERED fOR RACE-
DAY PERfORMANCE 
The mere thought of an Ironman is enough to make most 
people shake their heads. It takes years of dedication 
and sacrifice, a good dose of natural ability, and a bit of 
craziness. When you've done everything to get ready for 
that race, this is your racewear. Body Paint technology 
reduces seams to an absolute minimum, making it ideal 
for long-distance racing. The near total lack of seams 

makes for a very aerodynamic product that consistently 
gives the lowest drag results in our wind tunnel testing 
of both Castelli and competing products. Go ahead and 
take a few minutes off your expected bike split. Long 
before you get to the run, you'll appreciate the insane 
comfort provided by Body Paint. The reduced seams and 
integrated components like the leg gripper mean there's 
nothing to chafe. We've obsessed over every detail to 
eliminate anything that might get in the way on race day.

Like your Ironman preparation, the secret is in the details, 
such as the high UV protection of our Velocity fabric, 
which is white on the back to reflect more heat. We use 
our Free high-capacity yet aerodynamically optimized 
pockets, Speed Hooks on the top and short to keep the 
top from riding up and the shorts from sagging, and 
our universally acclaimed KISS TRI infinitely variable-
thickness quick-drying seat pad. You'll be so comfortable 
you'll probably be wishing we would make running shoes.

bODYPAINT TRI COLLECTION

bODY PAINT 2 TRI TOP 8614100
Velocity fabric for ultralightweight yet aerodynamic comfort
White back to reflect heat
Flat arm-hole trim and minimal seams
Free aero-optimized pockets
Speed Hooks to hook to any Castelli Tri short
YKK® Camlock zipper
Sublimated print graphic

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 84 G (Large)

bODY PAINT 2 TRI SHORT 8614101
Body Paint Tri fabric
Single-piece construction elimates seams
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike  
and disappears on the run
Integrated leg band and GIRO++ elastic waistband
Rear envelope pocket
Speed Hooks to integrate to top

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 123 G (Large)

bODY PAINT SR TRI SUIT SLEEVELESS 8614102
Velocity fabric on upper portion, Body Paint Tri fabric on lower portion
One-piece construction with Sanremo front opening
Body Paint reduced-seam construction
Free aero-optimized pockets
Integrated leg gripper
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike  
and disappears on the run
YKK® Camlock zipper

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 194 G (Large)

bODY PAINT SR TRI SUIT SS 8614103
Wind tunnel tested to save 9 watts on the bike (at 40 km/h) compared 
to sleeveless version
Velocity fabric on upper portion, Body Paint Tri fabric on lower portion
One-piece construction with Sanremo front opening
Body Paint reduced-seam construction
Free aero-optimized pockets
Integrated leg gripper
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike  
and disappears on the run
YKK® Camlock zipper

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 208 G (Large)
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fREE TRI TOP 8613024
Hydrophobic treatment is fast in the swim and 
doesn’t absorb water
Velocity mesh back gives wind-tunnel-proven 
speed on the bike
Speed Hooks keep top locked down during 
swim and bike legs
Free aero-optimized pockets
YKK® Camlock front zipper
GIRO3 arm and back elastic 
Chafe-free underarm construction

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 93 G (Large)

fREE TRI SHORT 8613025
Instadry Speed Fabric is fast in the swim and 
doesn’t absorb water
Free construction for great anatomic fit
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike  
and disappears on the run 
Flat-lock stitching
GIRO3 gripper elastic
Draw-cord waist 

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 122 G (Large)

fREE TRI bIbSHORT 8614106
Instadry Speed Fabric is fast in the swim and doesn’t  
absorb water
Free construction for great anatomic fit
Renowned Free bib to hold the short up without restricting 
your waist
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike  
and disappears on the run 
Flat-lock stitching
GIRO3 gripper elastic
Draw-cord waist 

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 161 G (Large)

fREE TRI ITU SUIT 8613027
Hydrophobic Instadry Speed Fabric is fast in the swim 
yet doesn’t absorb water
Velocity mesh back is wind tunnel proven for maximum 
speed on the bike
GIRO3 arm and leg elastic
Free aero-optimized pockets
Flat-lock stitching
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike  
and disappears on the run
ITU-compliant rear zip 

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 161 G (Large)

fREE SANREMO SUIT SLEEVELESS 8614107
Hydrophobic Instadry Speed Fabric is fast in the swim yet 
doesn’t absorb water
Velocity mesh back 
GIRO3 arm and leg elastic
Free aero-optimized pockets
Flat-lock stitching
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike  
and disappears on the run
Sanremo construction with front opening makes this a great 
suit for all distance events

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 191 G (Large)

fREE SANREMO SUIT SS 8614123
Wind tunnel tested to save 9 watts on the bike (at 40 
km/h) compared to sleeveless version
Hydrophobic Instadry Speed Fabric is fast in the swim  
yet doesn’t absorb water
Velocity mesh back 
GIRO3 arm and leg elastic
Free aero-optimized pockets
Flat-lock stitching
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike  
and disappears on the run
Sanremo construction with front opening makes this a 
great suit for all distance events

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 204 G (Large)

THE IRONMAN AND XTERRA WINNING 
fREE PRODUCTS
Ironman champions Frederik Van Lierde and Mirinda 

Carfrae, along with XTERRA champ Ruben Ruzafa all 

earned their victories in Castelli’s Free race kits. Free is 

the result of years of Castelli aerodynamic research in 

cycling clothing resulting in flat seams and aerodynamic 

fabric surfaces that minimize time on the bike, along with 

run-enhancing comfort and temperature management.

Rinny won in the Free Tri Short that is the same that you 

can buy, though we had to make a custom fit for her small 

frame. Her Free Tri Singlet is the same construction as our 

inline construction although she wanted it without the 

front zipper. Frederik used the Free one piece race suit. 

To give his sponsors maximum visibility he actually used 

the version with the back zipper that was designed for 

ITU racing. Ruben used the Free two piece suit that has 

carried him to multiple XTERRA victories all season.

All three athletes enjoyed the innovative Kiss Tri seat 

pad. It’s one of the most padded seat pads in Tri for 

maximum comfort on the bike, but thanks to Castelli’s 

skiving technology it’s one of the most comfortable 

pads for the run. Rinny’s 3rd fastest run time of the 

day, along with Fred’s comeback from 4th place exiting 

T2 certainly confirm that this pad is made to run.  

Castelli also offers these world championship-winning 

pieces to be customized for your team.

fREE TRI COLLECTION
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fREE W TRI SINGLET 8613073

Hydrophobic treatment is fast in the swim and doesn’t 
absorb water
Velocity mesh back gives wind tunnel proven speed on 
the bike
Micro clip hooks keep top locked down during swim and 
bike legs
YKK® Camlock front zipper
Free aero-optimized pockets
GIRO3 arm and back elastic
Chafe-free underarm construction

SIZES: XS-XL   WEIGHT: 71 G (Small)

fREE W TRI SHORT TOP 8613074

Hydrophobic treatment is fast in the swim and doesn’t 
absorb water
Velocity mesh back gives wind-tunnel-proven speed on 
the bike
Speed Hooks keep top locked down during swim and 
bike legs
YKK® Camlock front zipper
GIRO3 arm and back elastic 
Chafe-free underarm construction

SIZES: XS-XL   WEIGHT: 42 G (Small)

fREE W TRI CAPSLEEVE TOP 8614119

Hydrophobic treatment is fast in the swim and doesn’t absorb 
water
Velocity mesh back gives wind-tunnel-proven speed on the 
bike
Extra coverage in our Instadry Speed Fabric (UPF 50+) over the 
shoulders
Speed Hooks keep top locked down during swim and bike legs
YKK® Camlock front zipper
Free aero-optimized pockets
GIRO3 arm and back elastic 
Chafe-free underarm construction

SIZES: XS-XL   WEIGHT: 105 G (Small)

fREE W TRI SHORT 8613075

Instadry Speed Fabric is fast in the swim and doesn’t 
absorb water
Free construction for great anatomic fit
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike  
and disappears on the run
Flatlock stitching
GIRO3 gripper elastic
Draw-cord waist 

SIZES: XS-XL   WEIGHT: 109 G (Small)

fREE W TRI ITU SUIT 8613076

Hydrophobic Instadry Speed Fabric is fast in the swim yet 
doesn’t absorb water
Velocity mesh back is wind tunnel proven for maximum 
speed on the bike
GIRO3 arm and leg elastic
Free aero-optimized pockets
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike  
and disappears on the run
Flat-lock stitching
ITU-compliant rear zip

SIZES: XS-XL   WEIGHT: 141 G (Small)

fREE W TRI COLLECTION
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CORE TRI TOP 8614108
Tempo3 Light stretch fabric
YKK® Camlock zipper
High-capacity aero Free pocket construction
Speed Hooks to integrate with short
Sublimated graphic

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 89 G (Large)

CORE TRI SHORT 8614109
Pace 3 stretch fabric for excellent muscle support
Lie-flat leg elastic
Rear envelope pocket perfect for carrying gel or 
energy bar
Speed Hooks to integrate to any Castelli Tri top
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike  
and disappears on the run

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 145 G (Large)

CORE TRI SUIT 8614110
Tempo3 Light fabric upper, Pace3 stretch lower portion
YKK® Camlock zipper
High-capacity aero Free pocket construction
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike  
and disappears on the run
Lie-flat leg elastic

SIZES: S-3XL   WEIGHT: 189 G (Large)

CORE TRI COLLECTION

CORE W TRI SINGLET 8614120
Tempo3 Light stretch fabric
YKK® Camlock zipper
High-capacity aero Free pocket construction
Speed Hooks to integrate with short
Sublimated graphic
Lined front

SIZES: XS-XL      WEIGHT: 107 G (Small)

CORE W TRI SHORT 8614121
Pace 3 stretch fabric for excellent muscle support
Lie-flat leg elastic
Rear envelope pocket perfect for carrying gel or energy bar
Speed Hooks to integrate to any Castelli Tri top
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike  
and disappears on the run

SIZES: XS-XL      WEIGHT: 105 G (Small)

CORE W TRI COLLECTION

CORE. ESSENTIAL TRI 
These piece are central to your Tri lifestyle. Hard working 
pieces that are ready to race every weekend and hold up 
to the entire season. We’ve included key features from our 
top-of-the-line products like the exceptionally comfortable 
KISS TRI seat pad, the Free aerodynamic pocket design, and 
Speed Hooks to prevent the top from riding up during the 
swim and bike. All of these pieces can be fully sublimation 
printed to outfit your club.
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CHILL SLEEVES 8614115
Made with Prosecco Ice fabric
Energy-activated technology provides more cooling than 
sweat evaporation alone
Dynamic print shows you where it’s working
50+ UPF sun protection

SIZES: S/M - L/XL   WEIGHT: 44 G (Paio)

T1 3 SOCK 8614113
CoolMax® yarns
Easy-on even on wet feet
Wide-opening cuff
3cm cuff height

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL  WEIGHT: 21 G (Paio)

T1 6 SOCK 8614112
CoolMax® yarns
Easy-on even on wet feet
Wide-opening cuff
6cm cuff height

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL  WEIGHT: 24 G (Paio)

SMALL DETAILS MAKE THE DIffERENCE
The T1 Sock has been engineered with an exceptionally 
high stretch cuff that opens wide and is easier to pull over 
your foot when you’ve just come out of the water. The 
CoolMax®/Lycra® blend is especially slippery on a wet 
foot which helps getting it on, as well as helping to reduce 
friction during the run. So now with no time loss you can 
put your sock on in T1 and have that extra foot protection 
on the bike so your feet will stay protected for the run.

KEEP COOL
Lots of arm coolers promise to protect you from the sun. 

Now you have arm coolers that remind you to keep cool. 

You’ve seen the so-called cooling fabrics on the market 

for a few years now. Those fabrics are infused with Xylitol 

which your skin perceives as being cool, although 

it actually does nothing to actually cool you. The actual 

cooling still comes from evaporation.Castelli’s Chill 

Sleeves are made with our new Prosecco Ice fabric. It’s 

got its Xylitol so it feels cool so you still get your placebo 

effect. But it also has the heat-sensitive Castelli print that 

turns invisible as it warms up. That’s a visual reminder to 

you to pour some water over the arm coolers to keep them 

moist. The nylon based fabric will hold the moisture for 

maximum cooling as it evaporates. It’s UPF 50 protection 

keeps the UV rays out.

CUSTOM TRI RACE WEAR

SERVIZIOCORSE.COM
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PROSECCO 3D
Prosecco hydrophylic treatment speeds up evaporation 
by spreading moisture over a larger surface area within 
the fabric. The 3-D structure of the fabric holds the 
surface off of the skin, improving wicking and reducing 
cling, keeping you dry and comfortable.  

PROCOOL PLUS™

Procool Plus™ fabrics, used in our most popular jerseys, 
helps keep you dry and comfortable with the microdenier 
moisture managment.

PROSECCO STRADA
Prosecco Strada is a major step forward in classic 
jersey fabric. Its controlled stretch allows designers to 
engineer a perfect fit. Prosecco hydrophylic treatment 
helps keep you dryer and more comfortable than ever 
before. 

AffINITY LYCRA®

Our standard shorts fabric will have you screaming 
comfort. 190 grams of outstanding stretch and rebound 
with a smooth semi-matte finish. 

ACTION™

A 210 gram microdenier PowerLycra® that is 80% 
nylon/20% Lycra® and is renowned for its complete 
comfort since it is completely soft on the skin, yet highly 
abrasion resistant. 

CASTELLI fAbRIC TECHNOLOGY
HERE IS A bRIEf EXPLANATION Of SOME Of THE REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY bEHIND OUR PRODUCTS.

VELOCITY fAbRIC
Silky and soft, Velocity fabric provides maximum comfort 
the entire race. Lightweight polyester fits like a second 
skin for maximum aerodynamics and dries almost instantly.

VELOCITY MESH
The 3D weave reduces contact area with your skin 
to provide excellent wicking. Used in key areas to 
improve boundary layer aerodynamics.

INSTADRY SPEED fAbRIC
Gives you just enough compression to support muscles but 
never constricts movement. Doesn’t absorb moisture so it 
stays light in the water.

MULTI-DENSITY KISS TRI-PAD fOAM IS OPTIMIZED fOR AERObAR POSITION ON THE bIKE,  
AND PRACTICALLY DISAPPEARS DURING THE SWIM AND RUN.

Castelli’s KISS TRI pad is a completely revolutionary 

seat pad that makes both cycling and running more 

comfortable. Traditional Tri pads have to compromise 

comfort padding because no one likes that feeling of 

running with a diaper. Traditional Tri pads have minimal 

padding and an absolutely minimal shape. Coming from 

a cycling background, we weren’t ready to give in to 

tradition. 

Castelli took its chamois know-how to rethink what a 

tri pad should do. It should disappear in the swim, give 

both padding and abrasion protection, and can possibly 

add support in the run. Unique in the tri world is our 

technique where we can actually machine away foam 

where it’s not needed. So we started with a stretchy soft 

microfiber antibacterial top cloth, laminated it to a non-

absorbent high density foam, then machined away the 

foam where we didn’t need it. We left 8mm of padding 

in the perineum area, 6mm for the ischial tuberosities (sit 

bones), in a constant gradient that eliminates sharp steps. 

By eliminating nearly all the foam around the perimeter of 

the pad, we’re able to use the stretch of the fabric and 

move the stitching farther away from the seat and reduce 

abrasions. The top cloth has no molding, shaping, heat 

pressing, printing, or anything else that can detract from 

comfort. It’s clearly a great cycling pad. While we initially 

developed it for traditional saddles, it’s also ideal for 

ISM saddles as Mirinda Carfrae showed in winning the 

Ironman World Champs on this pad and an ISM saddle. 

But how does the most padded pad in tri perform in the 

run? We see a lot of triathlete doubt when people see 

it for the first time, but we’ve had unanimous positive 

response once they try it. Mirinda Carfrae of course won 

Kona thanks to her 2:50:38 world record run time in this 

pad. And Castelli also had the 4th and 5th fastests runs 

in Kona with Frederik Van Lierde and Timothy O’Donnell. 

1. SEAMLESS SKIN CARE LAYER 
A super soft, brushed microfiber top that maximizes comfort and fit. Seamlessly 
engineered to eliminate chafing and abrasion. Flexible to move with you. 
Bacteriostatic treatment to avoid saddle sores and infection.

2. MULTI DENSITY fOAM  
Specifically designed for the triathlete. Minimum bulk 
doesn’t get in the way during the swim and run legs. 
Extra fast drying foam prevents chafing on the bike.

SMOOTH SKIN CARE LAYER MULTI DENSITY FOAM PADDING
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GREG bENNETT
Born: 02/01/1972
Nationality: Australian

ITU World Series Champion 2002, 2003
Olympic Games, Athens 2004: 4th
Winner of 6 ITU World Cup races

LAURA bENNETT
Born: 25/04/1975
Nationality: American

Olympic Games, Beijing 2008: 4th
Four-time medallist at ITU World Cham-
pionships
Ironman 70.3 Raleigh 2013: 1st

MATTHIAS KNOSSALLA
Born: 12/02/1984
Nationality: German

Ironman 70.3 St. Pölten 2013: 9th
Ironman 70.3 World Championships 
2013: 48th
Ironman Germany 2013: 34th

TIMOTHY O’DONNELL
Born: 01/10/1980
Nationality: American

Ironman Brazil 2013: 1st
Ironman World Championships 2013: 5th
Ironman 70.3 Texas 2012: 1st

MIRINDA CARfRAE
Born: 26/03/1981
Nationality: Australian

Ironman World Championships 2013, 2010: 1st
Ironman World Championships 2011, 2009: 2nd
Ironman 70.3 World Championships 2007: 1st

ANDREAS RAELERT
Born: 11/08/1976
Nationality: German

Ironman World Championships 2011, 2010: 2nd
Ironman Austria 2013: 1st
Challenge Roth 2011: 1st

CASTELLI

fRASER CARTMELL
Born: 16/06/1982
Nationality: Scottish

Ironman UK Champion 2010
Ironman 70.3 South Africa Champion 2010
3* Ironman 70.3 UK 

ANDREAS GIGLMAYR
Born: 07/02/1984
Nationality: Austrian

Challenge Rimini 2014: 2nd
Austrian Champion Olympic distance 2013
Olympic Games, London 2012: 40th

LEANDA CAVE
Born: 09/03/1978
Nationality: British

Ironman World Championships 2012: 1st
Ironman World Championships 2011: 3rd
Ironman 70.3 World Championships 
2012: 1st

MICHAEL RAELERT
Born: 29/08/1980
Nationality: German

Ironman 70.3 Berlin 2013: 1st
Ironman 70.3 Wiesbaden 2012: 1st
Ironman 70.3 World Championships 2010, 
2009: 1st

fREDERIK VAN LIERDE
Born: 25/05/1979
Nationality: Belgian

Ironman World Championships 2013: 1st
Ironman Nice 2013, 2012, 2011: 1st
Abu Dhabi Triathlon 2013, 2011: 1st

RUbEN RUZAfA
Born: 09/09/1984
Nationality: Spanish

XTERRA World Championships 2013, 
2008: 1st
XTERRA Spain 2014: 1st
XTERRA Portugal 2014: 1st

MARCEL ZAMORA
Born: 1978
Nationality: Spanish

Embrunman 2013, 2012, 2010, 2009: 1st
Ironman Nice 2006 - 2010: 1st
Challenge Barcelona 2009: 1st

TRIATHLETES
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